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Abstract 
Australian Droid + Robot (ADR) outlined a requirement for a mid-sized fixed wing drone that 
minimised take-off and landing requirements. Additionally, ADR specified a requirement for a 
Mission Planner landing script to assist in automated landing approaches, which would be capable 
across multiple aircraft. A 2-D thrust vectoring system was designed alongside an airframe to 
promote short take-off and landing (STOL) characteristics. The prototype vectoring system proved 
its capabilities in accurate actuation of thrust, showing no adverse modes of movement. Thrust 
vectoring authority at cruise speeds was, however, limited to pitch control because the passive yaw 
stability of the aircraft exceeded the power of the vectoring system. Further testing and tuning is 
required to bring the system to full operational capabilities. However, the mechanical system was 
deemed a success. The Mission Planner landing script was developed and performed as specified 
during SITL simulations. The wing planform, airfoil and control surface configuration designed 
showed excellent stability & performance characteristics and have been approved for use in further 
designs by ADR. Flight testing was conducted under predominantly adverse wind conditions; these 
tests showed that the fuselage produced favourable lifting characteristics. Multiple opportunities 
for fuselage design improvements were outlined following flight tests and would serve to increase 
the modularity and scope of operations for the system. 
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Glossary & Nomenclature 
ADR  Australian Droid + Robot 
Aft  At, near or towards the tail end of the aircraft 
AoA  Angle of Attack (𝛼𝛼) 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴  Aspect ratio 
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿  Coefficient of lift 
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,0  Constant altitude coefficient of lift 
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀  Maximum coefficient of lift 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷  Coefficient of drag 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0  Section profile drag coefficient 
𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀   Pitching moment coefficient 
𝐷𝐷  Drag 
𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻  Horizontal component of drag 
GCS  Ground Control Station 
𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆  Glide slope 
GUI  Graphical User Interface 
HDEPS High Density Extruded Polystyrene 
PS  Polystyrene 
IronPython Python programming language with .NET framework integration 
𝐽𝐽  Effective angle of attack washout factor [Appendix A 1] 
𝐿𝐿  Lift 
𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸  Effective lift 
MAVlink Micro Air Vehicle Communication Protocol 
MP  Mission Planner 
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅  Reynold’s number 
𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅  Power required 
RPAS  Remote Piloted Aircraft System 
𝑆𝑆  Wing area   
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SITL  Software – In – The – Loop Simulation 
STOL  Short Take-off & Landing 
𝑇𝑇  Thrust 
𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿  Lifting thrust 
UAV  Unmanned Aerial Vehicle 
𝑉𝑉∞  Free stream velocity (airspeed)  
𝑊𝑊  Weight of aircraft 
𝑤𝑤  Angle of attack induced drag washout factor [Appendix A 4] 
𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎  Aerodynamic centre 
𝑏𝑏  Wing span   
Chord  Distance from the leading edge to the trailing edge of an airfoil  
𝑎𝑎   Wing mean chord  
𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟  Root chord  
𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡  Tip chord  
𝑢𝑢   Planform efficiency factor [Appendix A 2] 
𝑣𝑣  Kinematic viscosity  
𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤  Washout lift induced drag factor [Appendix A 3] 
 
𝛼𝛼  Angle of attack (AoA) 
𝛼𝛼∗  Angle of thrust 
𝛽𝛽  Sideslip angle 
𝛿𝛿𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐  Control surface deflection 
𝜖𝜖  Washout, aerodynamic twist from root to tip 
𝜆𝜆  Taper ratio 
𝜙𝜙  Roll angle 
𝜌𝜌∞  Free stream mass density of air 
𝜇𝜇  Dynamic (absolute) viscosity 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Preface 
Since the advent of aerial drone technologies, there has been a drive to make these aircraft 
progressively accessible for a broad range of applications. Despite the market being flooded by 
rotary drones, there is still a need for fixed wing drones which are capable of extended range, higher 
endurance and greater speeds. While rotary drones have easily adapted to private and commercial 
use due to their ease of operation, fixed wing drones face challenges due to more complicated take-
off, landing and operational procedures. Fixed wing drones generally require large, flat areas for 
take-off/landing which are void of tall obstructions. Landing fixed wing aircraft generates a risk 
for people in the landing zone as well as plant and infrastructure on the ground surrounding the 
landing zone. Similarly higher speeds and variable landing conditions pose a potential risk to the 
aircraft during take-off and landing.    
Despite the challenges faced by fixed wing drones, their ability to fly with high range and 
endurance make their mission performance favourable over rotary aircraft when static flight 
(hovering) is not required such as large area mapping and searches. 
1.2 Project Aim 
Australian Droid & Robot (ADR) have outlined the requirement for the design and manufacture of 
a mid-sized (~1.8m wingspan) fixed wing drone prototype designed for performing short take-off 
and landing (STOL). By extending the aircraft’s flight envelope in terms of angle of attack (AoA) 
capabilities in conjunction with python landing scripts, the aircrafts scope of operation is to be 
extended beyond that of conventional systems.  
This drone will be controlled by the open source ground control station (GCS) Mission Planner 
(MP) employing an Ardupilot flight controller. Mission Planner supports IronPython scripts which 
allow for additional functionality to be implemented into the GCS. Due to the limited landing 
approach functionality of Mission Planner, IronPython scripts will be developed to assist in 
autonomous landing of the drone. These scripts will determine airspeed and the most appropriate 
approach path to ensure a consistent, efficient landing procedure. This integrated system will be 
verified using Software-in-the-Loop simulation (SITL) with the X-plane 10.x flight simulator. 
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1.3 Project Scope 
The project scope as outlined by Australian Droid + Robot includes predetermined design choices 
to bring the proposed drone in – line with the operational practices of the ADR fixed – wing fleet 
and is as follows: 
Project Scope: 
• Design of a fixed – wing, STOL optimised drone. 
o System will employ an APM PX4 flight controller in combination with MP GCS. 
o System will carry a Canon S110 camera as stock but should be designed such that the 
implementation of other imaging platform is feasible.  
o Lithium – Polymer batteries are to be used as the primary power source.    
• Manufacturing of the airframe; fabrication of the airframe is limited to the following 
equipment:  
o 3 – Axis CNC Machine 
o 4 – Axis hot wire foam cutter 
o Drill press 
o Band saw 
o Standard hand tools (e.g. drills, sanders, dremel, etc.) 
• Calibration and tuning of the flight controller. 
• Development of a landing script for the automation of the landing phase of missions in the 
Mission Planner (MP) ground control station which is functional for any fixed – wing drone 
employing MP. 
• Limited flight testing. 
In the interest of reducing scope creep and to maintain efficient time & resource usage the following 
processes have been deemed to lie outside the scope of this project: 
Out of Scope: 
• Wind tunnel testing of airframe. 
• Control system design (note: tuning of the control system is within the project scope). 
• Design of a hybrid transitionary aircraft (transitions from rotary drone to fixed – wing). 
• Finite element method and computational fluid dynamic analysis of the airframe (due to the 
number of unknowns and in the interest of time). 
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Drone Operations 
Small drones are capable at executing a large and increasing array of commercial operations, 
making tasks which would otherwise require larger platforms such as helicopters more accessible 
for smaller companies and operations. While there are emerging markets utilising drones for 
payload delivery such as disaster aid and services such as Amazon Prime Air [source], the current 
majority of commercial applications involve the collection of aerial imagery/data. 
A variety of compact sensory platforms are readily available such as conventional cameras, thermal 
imagers and LIDAR sensors; combining these with drone capabilities provides potential access 
and/or assistance to a variety of applications. Examples of these applications include: 
• Aerial Mapping & Surveying 
• Search & Rescue Assistance 
• Law Enforcement 
• Firefighting Assistance 
• Plant Inspection 
• Wildlife Monitoring  
• Aerial Photograph and Video 
Current Australian legislation under the Civil Aviation and Safety Authority (CASA) limits the 
operation of remotely piloted aircraft to: 
• Maximum 120m (400ft) altitude above ground level;  
• Visual line of sight operation required [FPV not included]; 
• Flight must be at least 5.5km outside of controlled aerodromes; 
• RPA must operate outside of populous areas, at least 30m from other persons and outside of 
emergency operations.  
Current CASA regulations state that “you must not fly your RPA autonomously” as they are still 
developing appropriate legislation for autonomous flight but say there is scope to approve 
autonomous flight on a case – by – case basis (Civil Aviation Safety Regulation Part 101., 2017). 
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2.2 Drone Componentry 
While a variety of drone configurations exist to facilitate a variety of operations, there are several 
standard components that can be seen in most of these aircraft. While both petrol and electric drones 
are available, electric systems provide comparable performance to gas systems for small to 
moderate sized drones. Electric systems typically experience reduced maintenance requirements, 
lower operating costs and operate at lower noise levels. This section aims to provide an overview 
of the standard components used in electric fixed wing drones. 
• Airframe:  
The airframe is the main structural body of the aircraft and is inclusive of the fuselage, wings, 
empennage and undercarriage, it excludes the propulsion systems.   
o Fuselage: 
The fuselage is the main body of the aircraft which houses the majority of the aircraft 
systems. 
o Wings: 
Responsible for producing the lift required for flight and also a large source of drag, 
wing design is a critical component of aircraft design that largely dictates aircraft 
performance. 
o Empennage: 
An Aircrafts empennage is the tail assembly of an aircraft responsible for housing 
horizontal and vertical control surfaces providing aircraft stability. Empennages exist 
in a variety of configurations, in a tailless aircraft configuration the empennage is 
omitted.  
• Propulsion: 
o Motor: 
The motor(s) is(are) responsible for providing thrust to the aircraft, these can be either 
petrol or electric. Due to improvements in brushless motor, battery technologies and 
simplicity, electric motors typically provide greater performance for smaller UAVs 
where the energy density of the system exceeds that of a comparable gasoline system.  
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o Motor Controller: 
Motor controllers or electric speed controllers (ESC) are required for controlling the 
RPM of electric propulsion systems. These systems provide three-phased power to the 
motor and regulate the voltage supplied to the motor; this dictates the RPM of the motor 
which is typically rated in Kv (rpm/V).  
o Propeller: 
Propellers translate the rotational force of the electric motor to linear thrust. The two 
main measurements that should be considered when selecting a propeller are the 
diameter of the blade tips and the nominal pitch—a measurement of linear blade 
advancement per revolution. Propeller selection is dictated by the desired flight speed 
and motor RPM; higher velocity flight is typically favoured by smaller diameter and 
higher pitch with the converse applying to slower flight (Lennon, A., 1996). 
• Battery: 
Regardless of the propulsion system used, some form of electrical storage is required for 
supplying power to avionics and servo motors. Assuming electric motors are used as the 
propulsion systems, batteries are additionally required to store energy for the propulsion 
systems. A variety of options are available when selecting batteries. At present, lithium 
polymer (LiPo) batteries provide [relatively] high energy density and high discharge rates 
(capable of supplying more power) at a competitive price point. LiPo batteries are limited 
by, relatively, short lifespans of approximately 300 to 400 cycles and are chemically 
sensitive, posing a fire risk if improperly used (Schneider, B., 2017). 
• Control Surfaces: 
Control surfaces are mechanical, aerodynamic surfaces responsible for controlling aircraft 
attitude. 
o Aerodynamic Surfaces: 
The aerodynamic surface portion of a control surface varies localised lift and drag to 
create rotational moments about the centre of gravity.  
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o Servo Motors: 
These are small closed-loop controlled electric motors that provided accurate rotary 
actuation, they are used to control the deflection of aerodynamic surfaces. 
• Flight Controller: 
The flight controller is analogous to the brain of the aircraft. All information collected by the 
aircraft is relayed and processed through the flight controller. This system is responsible for 
receiving commands and translating these to control signals for the control surfaces and the 
motor controller to execute. These systems typically contain accelerometers, gyroscopes and 
barometers, which in tandem with pitot tube(s) and GPS allow them fly-by-wire capabilities. 
• Global Navigation Satellite Systems: 
Locating systems such as GPS, GLONASS and Galileo provide the flight controller with 
longitude, latitude and given enough satellite connections, altitude. 
• Transmitter: 
This is the system responsible for sending and receiving data packages to and from the 
operator.  
• Pitot Tube: 
This measures changes in pressure to determine the airspeed (velocity relative to the air) of 
the aircraft. 
• Sensors:  
Depending on the desired use of the drone, a sensory payload is typically required such as 
optical cameras, infrared cameras, rangefinders and image stabilisation; design of the aircraft 
will often be heavily influenced by the payload requirements and specifications.   
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2.3 Support Systems 
Manual control of remotely piloted aircraft systems (RPAS) from the ground becomes increasingly 
difficult at long ranges and high altitudes as aircraft visibility diminishes. Ground Control Station 
(GCS) support significantly increases the mission capabilities of UAVs, introducing significant 
automation and control process capabilities.  
Mission Planner (MP) is an Australian based, open – source GCS platform built for the APM 
autopilot project and is supported by windows operating systems. MP allows for coordinate based 
mission planning using the micro air vehicle communication protocol (MAVLink) for planes, 
copters and rovers (Mission Planner Overview., 2016). This system utilises the data fusion and fly-
by-wire capabilities of the APM flight controller to remotely and/or autonomously control aircraft 
attitude in order to complete missions either pre-specified or created/modified during flight.  
 
Figure 1 – Mission Planner GCS Graphical User Interface (Mission Planner Overview., 2016) 
MP provides the operator real time inflight data and allows for mid-flight mission adjustments. 
Flying effective missions with MP requires the user to tune and trim the aircraft to give the autopilot 
accurate authority of the aircraft. As such, the operational efficacy of the aircraft is significantly 
influenced by the tuning profile given to the aircraft. 
MP supports IronPython scripts, which operate .NET framework. This allows for scripts which 
directly interface with the MAVLink protocol. MP script support allows for additional functionality 
to be added to the GCS without modifying the source code. 
MP supports software-in-the-loop simulation (SITL) in conjunction with the X-Plane version 10.x 
flight simulator. SITL allows for flight and script simulation without posing a risk to equipment.  
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2.4 Aircraft Stability 
Aircraft stability is an important consideration during aircraft design. Stability characteristics 
describe how an aircraft will respond to an external disturbing force instantaneously and over time. 
2.4.1 Aircraft Orientation and Stability 
The centre of gravity (CG) of an aircraft is an important design trait relating to the stability of the 
aircraft in flight and acts as the origin for aircraft rotations. Using a body – fixed reference frame, 
rotations about the centreline of the fuselage are considered roll. Rotations about the wing 
perpendicular to the centreline are pitch, rotations about the vertical axis (on the vertical plane of 
symmetry and perpendicular to the centreline) are considered yaw. Spanwise describes the 
direction running the span of the wing, similarly chorwise describing the direction of chord length. 
 
 
Figure 2 – Reference Frame (Benson, T. J., 2003, p. 5) 
Two modes of stability exist for aircraft: static and dynamic. Static stability describes an aircraft’s 
instantaneous reaction to a disturbing force, an aircraft is said to be statically stable if a disturbing 
force causes the aerodynamic body to create an opposing force reducing the disturbance. Dynamic 
stability describes the oscillational motion tendencies of the aircraft over an extended travel period 
for a given disturbing force. If an aircraft is dynamically stable, it must be statically stable however 
static stability does not imply dynamic stability. Despite this, static stability is the most important 
stability design characteristic and should be the first considered (Hull, D. G., 2007). 
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2.4.2 Longitudinal Stability 
Longitudinal stability relates to the stability of the aircraft in pitch, i.e. along the primary direction 
of travel. Figure 3 shows the main forces experienced by an aircraft relevant to the pitching plane 
and by extension longitudinal stability; this diagram shows a configuration with a main wing on 
the left hand side and a horizontal stabiliser on the right. 
 
Figure 3 – Forces acting on a wing-horizontal tail configuration (Boychev, K., 2014) 
Forces generated by the wing(s) are said to act through their aerodynamic centre; this is described 
as 25% of the chord length measured from the front [further described in Section 2.7]. As an airfoil 
increases in AoA (α) the forward pitching moment generated increases, similarly the lift of the 
airfoil increases. Hence, if the lifting surfaces lie behind the centre of gravity, as the aircraft pitches 
up, the force of the wing tends to promote a forward pitching moment to oppose this movement. 
Due to this relationship of forces, the inclusion of an aft (towards the rear of the aircraft) horizontal 
stabilising surface allows for the CG of the aircraft to be shifted aft while maintaining static 
stability. The calculation of these forces varies depending on the configuration of aerodynamic 
surfaces. 
Now considering a tailless aircraft, only the main wing in Figure 3 exists with the horizontal 
stabiliser omitted. For this configuration the neutral point (CG location for neutral stability) lies at 
approximately 35% of the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) (measured from the leading edge of 
the MAC) with the aerodynamic centre being positioned at approximately 25% MAC (Lennon, A. 
(1996). For static stability of a tailless aircraft, the CG must lie ahead of the neutral point. 
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Figure 4 – Qualitative CG Stability Conditions (Lennon, A., 1996, p. 27) 
2.4.3 Lateral – Directional Stability 
Lateral-directional stability relates to the stability of an aircraft in yaw and roll, which acted as a 
coupled force system. Sideslip describes the motion of an aircraft in which the centreline of the 
aircraft varies from the relative wind angle by angle β shown in figure 5: 
 
Figure 5 – (Hull, D. G., 2007, p. 225) 
Sideslip causes both a rolling and yawing moment by the aircraft. Lateral-directional statically 
stable aircraft create a yawing moment to correct the sideslip angle and align the centreline of the 
aircraft with the direction of travel but will be coupled with a rolling moment away from the 
velocity vector. This correction excludes pitch/AoA adjustment. The resulting dynamic mode of 
stability is known as a Dutch roll and typically occurs when wing dihedral effects are greater than 
the directional stability of the aircraft. Lateral-directional stability can be increased by the inclusion 
of wing sweep, wing dihedral, vertical stabilisers and wing location (Hull, D. G., 2007).   
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2.4.4 Propeller Effects 
Rotation of a propeller causes a spiralling slipstream, for a forward mounted propeller this 
slipstream passes over the airframe creating asymmetrical forces causing adverse rolling and 
yawing moments (Effect of Propeller on Airplane Dynamics., 2017). This effect can be seen in 
Figure 6. These effects vary with the thrust produced by the motor and control surface deflection 
and airframe configuration. Aft mounting of the propeller significantly reduces and/or negates 
these effects as the airframe no longer lies in the spiralling slipstream of the propeller. 
 
Figure 6 – Propeller Spiralling Slipstream (Effect of Propeller on Airplane Dynamics., 2017) 
In addition to the spiralling slipstream caused by the propeller, asymmetrical thrust is produced 
when the airflow into the propeller is not symmetrical about the disc. This effect increases with 
increasing sideslip (producing adverse pitch) and AoA (producing adverse yaw) (Effect of 
Propeller on Airplane Dynamics., 2017). 
2.5 Aerodynamic Stall 
Aerodynamic stall describes the effect of flow separating from the trailing face of an airfoil as the 
angle of attack passes beyond the critical angle of attack for the airfoil. The critical angle of attack 
is dependent on the airfoil selection and the Reynolds number, shown Equation 1. 
𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅 = 𝜌𝜌∞𝑉𝑉∞𝐿𝐿
𝜇𝜇
= 𝑉𝑉∞ ∙ 𝑎𝑎
𝑣𝑣
 ( 1 ) 
Stall is associated with a rapid decrease in the coefficient of lift (CL). Due to this reduction in lift 
and flow separation, control surface authority is significantly reduced beyond critical stall angles 
(Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. E., 1959).   
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2.6 Control Surfaces 
Control surfaces are responsible for controlling aircraft attitude and trim. They achieve this by 
varying localised lift and drag to create rotational moments about the centre of gravity. While a 
variety of control surface configurations are possible, conventional control surface configurations 
consists of: 
• Ailerons: mounted on the trailing edge of the main wing ailerons provide roll authority by 
deflecting in opposing directions, these are typically mounted on the outboard portion of the 
wing such that the greatest moment arm about the CG is produced. 
• Elevators: typically mounted on the empennage of the aircraft these surfaces are responsible 
for controlling the pitch of the aircraft. 
• Rudders: typically mounted on the vertical stabiliser component of an empennage, rudders 
provide yaw control.   
• Flaps: A high lift device that increases the camber (curvature) of the wing to increase the lift 
and drag coefficients of the wing for slow airspeeds, these are typically mounted on the 
inboard portion of the main wing. 
By shifting any control surface further away from the CG (outboard for ailerons, aft for rudders 
and elevators), the resulting moment arm is increased improving the authority of the surface or 
reducing the required surface area. Aside from authority, distancing aft surfaces reduces 
influencing effects caused by the main wing such as downwash (Hull, D. G., 2007).   
These surfaces can be combined to create hybrid surfaces. This is mainly used in empennage-less 
configurations. In these configurations elevons are responsible for both pitch and roll control. 
Combining control surfaces adds design complexity with the added requirement of control mixing 
to manage deflection and potentially reduce the maximum available surface deflection. Examples 
of these combined surfaces include: 
• V – Tail empennages (rudder / elevator) 
• Elevons (elevator / aileron) 
• Flaperons (aileron / flap) 
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2.7 Short Take-Off & Landing Mechanics 
Short take-off & landing (STOL) is a highly favourable characteristic that can drastically increase 
the functionality of a fixed wing drone at the cost of increased complexity. To achieve STOL, an 
aircraft has to operate at airspeeds below that conventionally expected of the aircraft. The primary 
limiting factors for STOL capabilities are the aircrafts ability to maintain orientation and produce 
sufficient lift at low airspeeds (Gal-Or, B., 1990). 
At low airspeeds Reynold’s number is at a minimum; this reduces the critical AoA of the wing and 
lift is reduced. At low airspeeds the effectiveness of the control surfaces is reduced, this reduces 
and may impede on the aircrafts ability to pitch up and maintain necessary orientation. The 
inclusion of high lift devices such as flaps can be implemented to increase lift at low speeds but 
while deflected can reduce the aircrafts ability to achieve the desired pitch due to changes in 
pitching moments (Somers, D. M., 2005).   
Short take-off is achieved by increasing excess mechanical power (power in excess of that that 
required for level flight). This is the predominant mechanism for improving the climb rate of the 
aircraft and is achieved with higher power-to-weight ratios. Attitude authority at low airspeeds 
assists in achieving the desired AoA, this is complicated by lower control surface effectiveness at 
low airspeeds. Short landing requires operation at low airspeeds, achieving a steep angle of descent 
is favourable for these operations.   
In addition to improved climb rates, increasing the power-to-weight ratio of the aircraft allows for 
additional thrust to be delivered as a component of lift for landing. This however does not increase 
the aircrafts ability to achieve the necessary AoA at potential stall speeds or maintain orientation. 
By employing post-stall technologies aircraft orientation can be controlled with greater authority 
at low speeds (Gal-Or, B., 1990). 
The most prevalent post-stall technology currently employed to assist in STOL capabilities is thrust 
vectoring: reducing or removing the reliance on aerodynamic control surfaces which tend to fail at 
low speeds and high angles of attack. 
2.8 Wing Design 
For fixed wing flight, an aircraft’s main wing is responsible for producing the lift required for 
sustained flight. When designing aircraft wings, planform [Section 2.8.4] and airfoil selection have 
significant impacts on performance. No single airfoil or wing design fills all of the favourable 
design criteria, and compromise must be made in the selection of planform and airfoil such that the 
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required performance criteria are satisfied while maximising efficiency (Kisielowski, E., & Mc 
Veigh, M. A., 1971). 
2.8.1 Airfoils 
Airfoils produce the lift required for flight via two mechanisms. By increasing the AoA of an airfoil 
(or flat plate) the air is deflected producing a lifting and dragging force on the body. The second 
lifting force is produced based on Bernoulli’s principle. It states that an increase in fluid velocity 
is associated with a decrease in a fluids pressure or potential energy or decrease in potential energy. 
Airfoils utilise this principle by having a longer flowline across the surface in the direction of lift 
such that at zero angle of attack lift is produced via a pressure differential, this asymmetry is 
characterised as camber—a curvature of the mean chordline (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. 
E., 1959). Symmetrical airfoils, with zero camber, producing lift from AoA effects are also 
available. The chord measurement of an airfoil is the distance from the leading edge to the trailing 
edge, this measurement is often used to describe directionality. 
Airfoils are typically characterised by wind tunnel data, providing coefficient of lift (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿), 
coefficient of drag (𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷) and moment coefficient (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀) for various AoA and Reynolds numbers 
(Equation 1). Airfoil selection plays an important role in aircraft performance with coefficient data 
[Appendices D & F] allowing for calculation of critical flight forces [Section 2.10.5 Performance].  
Airfoil data is generated experimentally, either using two-dimensional CFD analysis or three-
dimensional CFD analysis. Due to the high number of potential wing designs and operational 
conditions, data is generally only given for a typical range of operation. This complicates airfoil 
selection for a high AoA vehicle operating at Reynolds numbers significantly below that of 
commercial aircraft as data for most airfoils does not encapsulate the entire operational AoA of a 
highly manoeuvrable aircraft employing post-stall technology. Similar complications arise for the 
design of small scale drones as the operational Reynolds number (Re) is typically in a low range 
where data becomes non-linear during the stall transition. Thus, it may not be represented 
accurately in accessible airfoil data due to a reduction in CFD accuracy in these ranges and a lack 
of experimental data (Petrilli, J., Paul, R., Gopalarathnam, A., & Frink, N. T., 2013). 
While high AoA, post-stall aircraft are seldom seen in the aerospace industry: Appendix F shows 
the NACA 0012 airfoil data for a full 180° AoA. It can be seen that the coefficient of drag (𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷) 
rises drastically at a stable rate from 0-180°. After experiencing an initial loss of lift following the 
stall, the coefficient of lift (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿) rises to a new maximum between 40° & 45° AoA. At angles of 
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attack greater than 45° the moment coefficient (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀) began to scatter significantly (Sheldahl, R. E., 
& Klimas, P. C., 1981). Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C. showed that with increasing AoA beyond 
the initial stalled zone, airfoils tended to converge to a flat plate model of lift, drag and moment 
forces. Given the distinct similarities between airfoils at high AoA, this data can be used to 
approximate the airfoil coefficients at high AoA in the absence of specific airfoil data.  
2.8.2 Aerodynamic Centre & Mean Aerodynamic Chord 
To understand the implications of forces acting on the wing, the point at which these forces act 
must be known. This point is commonly known as the aerodynamic centre (ac). The aerodynamic 
centre describes the point at which the rotational moment generated by the wing is constant for 
varying AoA up until the point of maximum lift. This location varies between airfoils but for 
analytical simplicity is assumed to be at 25%. To simplify analysis, the forces of lift and drag are 
commonly calculated as acting through the aerodynamic centre (constant position) for all AoA. In 
actuality the centre point of these forces vary with AoA (Hull, D. G., 2007).  
Calculation of the AC for various planforms can be made according to the layout as per Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7 – Determining Aerodynamic Centre (Hull, D. G., 2007, p. 193) 
Where the intersection E of line AB and CD is first determined, the aerodynamic centre is then 
determined as the intersection of the quarter chord line and the vertical line intersecting E. The 
length of the vertical line through E provides the mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). The location 
of the aerodynamic centre is then defined by the measurements: ‘ζ’, denoting the distance aft of 
the leading root edge and η denotes the spanwise distance from the root (Hull, D. G., 2007). 
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2.9.3 Wing Loading 
One of the simplest characteristics of a wing design is its loading which equates the weight of the 
aircraft to the surface area. 
𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 𝐿𝐿𝐿𝐿𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊 = 𝑊𝑊
𝑆𝑆
 ( 2 ) 
Wing loading is used to linking the lift characteristics of a selected airfoil to the operating speed of 
the aircraft in level flight. Low-wing loading is characteristic of low speed aircraft whereas high 
wing loading favours higher speed, agile aircraft and typically stronger wing construction 
[Appendix E] (Lennon, A., 1996).  
2.8.4 Planform 
Planform describes the shape of a wing when viewed from top down. A large variety of planform 
configurations are possible and impact the lift, drag and pitching moment characteristics of the 
wing (Lennon, A., 1996). 
Aspect ratio (AR) relates the span of the wings (b) to the top down planform area of both wings 
(S). This is a powerful wing characteristic effecting wing performance. Aspect ratio is calculated 
as shown in Equation 3. 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝑏𝑏 2
𝑆𝑆
 ( 3 ) 
High aspect ratio wings serve to reduce induced drag and reduce induced angle of attack. They are 
favourable for high endurance aircraft but tend to be less manoeuvrable. Producing high AR wings 
with sufficient stiffness and strength at small scales poses a challenge due to the typically small 
cross section. 
Taper ratio (𝜆𝜆) relates the wing tip chord length to the wing root chord length as per the ratio shown 
in Equation 4. 
𝜆𝜆 = 𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡/𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟 ( 4 ) 
In selecting taper, smaller ratios decrease root bending due to smaller bending moments produced 
towards the wing tips; too much taper will cause the wing to stall outboard, adversely affecting 
ailerons, to reduce this effect a maximum taper ratio of 0.5 is recommended (Kisielowski, E., & 
Mc Veigh, M. A., 1971). 
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Wing sweep is a rotation of the wings mean chord line from the top down perspective. A swept 
back wing serves to increase the directional stability of the aircraft due to the asymmetric effects 
in a sideslip whereby the leading wing produces additional lift and lift induced drag rolling the 
aircraft and yawing it to reduce the sideslip angle. With the addition of winglets, this directional 
stability is further increased as the trailing winglet produces a greater rotational moment in yaw 
than the leading winglet reducing the sideslip angle (Etkin, B., 2012). 
Wing sweep causes stall propagation to move outboard of the root. Implementation of a swept wing 
also results in lower maximum coefficient of lift [Appendix B]; for the low Reynolds numbers 
expected for the small aircraft, negative characteristics of a swept wing at high AoA will be 
dominated by viscous effects. At above approximately two-thirds maximum lift, the lift curve slope 
of swept wings decreases; the rate of drag-rise with lift increases rapidly and the aerodynamic 
centre shifts forward (Harper, C. W., & Maki, R. L., 1964).  
For a tailless aircraft, positive pitch stiffness can be improved by using a combination of swept 
back wing and wing twist whereby the wing's angle of incidence is reduced when moving spanwise 
away from the root (Etkin, B., 2012). 
2.8.5 Performance 
The effective angle of attack as a combination of total section AoA and induced AoA required for 
a given CL; correcting for planform effects is calculated using Equation 5 (degrees) (Abbott, I. H., 
& Von Doenhoff, A. E., 1959): 
𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼0 + � 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢 + 𝐽𝐽𝜖𝜖�180𝑢𝑢  ( 5 ) 
Values for u can be found for various AR and taper ratio in Appendix A. 
Wing lifting force is calculated as per Equation 6: 
𝐿𝐿 = 𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙 ∙ 𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑉𝑉∞2 ∙ 𝑆𝑆2  ( 6 ) 
For an aircraft that has rolled away from a horizontal orientation, the effective vertical lift is 
reduced as described in Figure 8 and Equation 7. 
𝐿𝐿𝐸𝐸 = 𝐿𝐿 ∙ cos(𝜙𝜙) ( 7 ) 
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Figure 8 – Effective Lift in Turn (Adapted from Hull, D. G., 2007, p. 168) 
Dragging force is calculate as per Equation 8: 
𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑉𝑉∞2 ∙ 𝑆𝑆2  ( 8 ) 
Note CD is the total of profile (from airfoil data) and induced drag coefficients as described by 
Equations 9, 10 & 11. 
The profile drag coefficient CD,0, as given in airfoil data tables includes both pressure drag and skin 
friction drag. Induced drag for various planform and twist is given by Equation 10 using correction 
factors given in Appendix A (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. E., 1959). 
The total drag coefficient for a wing with no twist (𝜖𝜖 = 0) is therefore given by Equation 11. 
Stall velocity is predicted using equation 12 by equating the maximum lifting coefficient to the 
mass of the aircraft and its wing planform area. This relationship shows how wing loading is linked 
to 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 as shown in appendix E in order to predict required wing area for a given mass. 
𝑉𝑉∞,𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 = � 2𝑊𝑊𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ( 12 ) 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑖𝑖 ( 9 ) 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,𝑖𝑖 = 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝜖𝜖𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒𝑣𝑣𝑤𝑤 + (𝜖𝜖𝑎𝑎𝑒𝑒)2𝑤𝑤 ( 10 ) 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢 ( 11 ) 
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Efficient flight is achieved at the velocity and angle of attack that maximises the relationship: 
𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿/𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 for level flight. At this point the least thrust is required to remain level. By extension the 
power required can be predicted by the relationship in Equation 13. 
𝑃𝑃𝑅𝑅 = 𝑇𝑇𝑅𝑅𝑉𝑉∞ = 𝑊𝑊𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿/𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 𝑉𝑉∞ = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿1.5 � 2𝑊𝑊3𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑆𝑆 ( 13 ) 
The moment force about the ac is given by Equation 14. 
𝑀𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 ∙ 𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑉𝑉2 ∙ 𝑆𝑆 ∙ 𝑀𝑀𝐴𝐴𝐶𝐶2  ( 14 ) 
2.8.6 Wingtip Devices 
A variety of wingtip devices exist such as winglets, wingtip fences and blended wings. Different 
wingtip devices work in different ways but are all implemented to the same effect: to reduce the 
effects of wing tip vortices. Addition of a successful wing tip device results in an effective increase 
in aspect ratio. Wingtip devices increase the effective lift of the wing tips and reduce the lift-
induced drag created by tip vortices. The simplest of these devices are wing end-plates (Lennon, 
A., 1996). 
2.9 Thrust Vectoring  
Vectored thrust (in the context of a single tilted rotor) allows for the control of pitch and yaw by 
shifting the direction of thrust off the centreline of the airframe. Unrestricted by the aerodynamic 
requirements of conventional control surfaces, thrust vectoring allows for attitude control post stall. 
Given sufficient thrust, high AoA can be rapidly achieved at take-off through the application of 
thrust vectoring in the absence of sufficient elevator power to pitch up the aircraft due to low speeds 
(Gal-Or, B., 1990).  
 
Figure 9 - Vectored Thrust 
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Thrust is vectored by rotating the prop; this creates a component of thrust perpendicular to the 
centreline of the aircraft, which creates a moment about the CG. For a single motor this can be 
used to rotate the aircraft in pitch and/or yaw, depending on the direction(s) of rotation employed. 
For a dual motor aircraft, motors can be tilted in opposite directions to induce a rolling force in 
addition to being capable of pitching forces and given an additional axis of rotation, yawing 
forces. 
For a short, stalled landing approach, high AoA is used to wash off energy; significant lift is 
produced as a component of thrust in addition to wing lift (Gal-Or, B., 1990). For a empennage-
less configuration, thrust vectoring adds significant yaw and pitch authority in the absence of 
rudder and elevator surfaces decoupling the requirement for elevons. 
2.10 T – Tail Deep Stall Mechanism 
A potential mechanism to obtain stable high AoA flight would be a deep stall, a characteristic that 
is most commonly associated with T-tail configurations (although not exclusively, fuselage 
aerodynamic effects may also cause this state). Given that the planform of T-tails generally 
resembles a configuration similar to that of the main wing, it is common to see the entire horizontal 
tail ‘blanketed’ at sufficient AoA. Thereby the wake of the stalled main wing obstructs free stream 
flow over horizontal stabilising surface when transitioning through a high AoA. As the horizontal 
stabiliser moves through the wake of the wing, the aircraft experiences significantly non-linear 
pitching moments, which may result in a trimmed state. This trimmed state exists when the 
generated non-linear forces result in a negative pitching moment when the aircraft pitches up and 
the horizontal stabiliser moves below the wake of the wing at which point loss of control due to 
the ‘blanketed’ region causes a positive pitching moment driving the aircraft towards a high angle 
of attack.  
 
Figure 10 – T-Tail Deep Stall (Valeri, C., 2011) 
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Differing tail wing planform can reduce the magnitude of these non-linear effects by reducing the 
range of AoA for which the horizontal tail is completely blanketed and reducing the total surface 
area blanketed during transition. Preferable horizontal tail dimensions to reduce the severity of 
non-linear pitching moments during deep stall are an increased tail volume coefficient and sweep 
variation from that of the main wing (Anemaat, W. A., Kaushik, B., & Po, K., 2011, June). 
The prominent issue associated with operating in a stalled condition is the highly non-linear 
stability characteristics. Reviewing quantitative stability characteristics of an empennage on vs. 
empennage off T-tail jet (full scale, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 5.02, 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑊𝑊𝐿𝐿 = 0.507, 13° sweep) at Ames wind 
tunnel provides useful qualitative correlations between angle of attack (Soderman, P. T., & Aiken, 
T. N., 1971). Reynolds number, flap deflection and pitching moment. For a T-tail empennage, deep 
stall characteristics were experienced at high AoA, in the range of 20 – 40° (for this specific 
configuration, a trimmed state could be achieved at ~32°). During this characteristic range of AoA, 
an increase in flap deflection caused the pitching moment to shift towards a positive moment (this 
effect was marginally greater when Re was halved; expected Re for UAV is significantly lower at 10% of the test jet Re) and the effects of elevator deflection were significantly diminished 
(Soderman, P. T., & Aiken, T. N., 1971). Provided enough flap deflection and angle of attack, the 
T-tail configuration shifted into a small range of positive pitching moment at which the plane could 
become trimmed with a zero pitching moment. At this AoA the aircraft lacked the elevator 
authority to manoeuvre out of the position (Montgomery, R. C., & Moul, M. T., 1966). With flaps 
up, elevator control was maintained at all angles of attack but with a quarter the effective pitching 
moment of that below maximum lift. 
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3. UAV Requirements 
Fixed wing UAV missions are typically broken down into three stages: take-off, general operation 
(data collection) and landing. While this project aims to optimise the take-off and landing portions 
of flight, it is important that the aircraft is sufficiently mission capable. 
3.1 Take – Off Requirements  
In order to optimise short take-off capabilities, the lift production of the aircraft must be maximised 
such that take-off velocity is minimised. By extension, maximising AoA will serve to increase CL 
and convert a component of thrust into lift. Given the proposed style of take-off, the primary design 
requirements to be considered include: 
• Pitch authority at low airspeeds such that the desired AoA for maximum lift can be 
maintained for the duration of the take-off, the aircraft will not necessarily begin at this 
attitude. 
• Rapid Acceleration: given all aircraft must begin from some stationary state, rapid 
acceleration serves to shorten time spent below net lift. This rapid acceleration may be 
generated with external assistance such as a hand launch or mechanical launch device. 
• High power-to-weight ratio: given a predicted high AoA take-off, a significant component 
of thrust can be utilised as lift, this will result in a reduction of thrust in the direction of travel. 
High AoA orientation will result in a high CD, this will further increase the requirement for 
additional thrust capabilities. While high AoA can assist with initial lifting requirements, 
time spent at this attitude should be minimised to increase excess power. Additional power-
to-weight ratio increases the rate of acceleration of the aircraft. 
• Minimised weight: while this is generally good practice for aircraft design as to improve 
performance, minimising weight minimises the net lift requirement for take-off.   
• High lateral-directional stability or authority: low airspeeds in and around the stall speed of 
an aircraft result in a significant reduction in passive stabilising surfaces and control surface 
authority, as such it is important that sufficient lateral – directional stability or control at low 
airspeeds is included. As the aircraft rolls from away from a level orientation the aircraft 
experiences a reduction in effective lift [shown Figure 8], it is therefore important that roll is 
minimised during take-off to maximise effective lift. Lack of such stability and/or control 
authority may also result in a total loss of aircraft control as the aircraft enters a spin or 
unrecoverable roll. 
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3.2 Operational Requirements 
During flight the primary objective of the aircraft will be aerial imaging. Given CASA regulations 
limit altitude to 120m and the reduction in pixel density per square meter of land imaged with 
increased altitude it is predicted that a typical operational altitude of 100m will be employed. By 
operating at nearer to the upper flight limit within regulation approval, the aircraft will be able to 
image the greatest area in the shortest time. Another benefit to higher altitude imaging is an increase 
in operational speed, which can be used without significant addition of blur or reduction in image 
quality.  
Sufficient stability for flight will be required, additionally it is favourable that the aircraft does not 
experience oscillatory modes in pitch yaw or roll as this could potentially cause variation in image 
aspect ratio or skew. Small-scale flying wing models tend to experience oscillatory modes in yaw 
due to the lack of empennage.   
3.3 Landing Requirements 
A typical fixed-wing landing consists of 4 phases, approach, final approach (glide), flare and level-
out. First, the aircraft begins an approach flight path to position the aircraft at the desired location 
to begin its final approach. During the final approach the aircraft glides along a prescribed glide 
slope towards the touchdown location reducing altitude. Once the aircraft has achieved a desired 
height above ground level, it begins its flare stage. During the flare stage, the aircraft pitches up to 
reduce speed. Depending on the desired touchdown angle and flare angle, a final pitch adjustment 
is made in the form of a level-out correction.  
Short landing shares many similarities with short take-off regarding requirements. For a short 
landing, velocity is desired to be a minimum while retaining aircraft authority and sufficient lift 
such that the aircraft touches down with minimal force. As with short take-off, this can be assisted 
through the implementation of a high AoA approach whereby drag is maximised to ‘wash off’ 
energy and reduce velocity. A high AoA similarly serves to increase 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 allowing for the velocity 
to be minimised while still producing satisfactory lift.  
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Important landing characteristics to be considered during the design include: 
• Pitch authority at low airspeeds: this is required to maintain AoA during the approach, flare 
and level out.  
• High angle of descent serves to minimise the landing area requirements, reduce the pitch of 
the aircraft (as angle of attack is tied to the direction of travel) and reduce the magnitude of 
level out rotation. 
• Minimised weight serves to reduce landing velocity and energy. 
• High lateral-directional stability or authority, as per take-off requirements.  
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4. Design 
4.1 Methodology 
Design of a fixed-wing UAV encompasses the integration of several technologies and theories. 
There are a seemingly infinite combination of feasible, interconnected design choices. Compromise 
is inevitable and no one design is perfect. The design flowchart shown in Figure 11 provides an 
overview of critical design choices that must be made in the delivery of the project and shows the 
primary interaction of design choices. 
 
Figure 11 – Design Flowchart 
Given the significant number of interconnect design choices that must be made, a highly iterable 
design process must take place. In the interest of developing a prototype within an appropriate 
timeframe, a compromise must be reached between optimisation of design choices and 
implementation of satisfactory design elements in a timely manner. Such compromise allows for 
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real world performance to be tested earlier in the interest of creating an improved design—utilising 
lessons learnt from the rapid prototyping phase—as opposed to in depth optimisation of 
hypothetical performance complicated by a large system of unknowns.  
4.2 System of Unknowns 
From the high number of variable design choices and limited data availability, there arises a high 
number of unknown variables. Design of highly optimised aircraft—designed by large, diverse 
teams—can span decades, requiring extensive quantitative testing and refinement such that all 
system parameters are well defined. Furthermore, a level of modularity exists within the scope of 
the project. There is potential for various payloads and potential redundancy of design choices, due 
to the interconnected implications of design choices as shown in Figure 11—such changes increase 
the uncertainty of variables. Analytical and/or experimental computation of all system variables in 
the initial design phase of an experimental prototype such as the one outlined in this report is 
impractical. And, as such, lies beyond the scope of this project. By identifying unknown variables, 
qualitative assessment of existing theory, designs and data can be made to inform design choices 
while circumventing the requirement for lengthy testing and redesigning. Analysis of the prototype 
following completion can then be used to reduce this system of unknowns so that a second iteration 
of the system can be produced utilising information obtained from flight tests.  
4.3 STOL Design 
Given the aircraft objectives outlined in the introduction it was identified that a high-AoA, low-
speed mechanism would be favourable. Prior art showed two such mechanism were available: a 
deep-stall horizontal stabiliser configurations designed to trim to a specific AoA and/or a thrust 
vectoring system. The pros and cons of these systems are outline in Table 1. Literature review 
found that the majority of research into deep-stalled conditions is for large T-Tail aircraft with an 
emphasis on reducing these effects and characterising when they occur. Limited information exists 
regarding the design of a specified stall angle and trim state exist. This greatly increased the 
uncertainty of such a design choice. Conversely, thrust vectoring, which has been investigated 
extensively, is well known to produce significant complications regarding control models. 
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Table 1 – Proposed High AoA Mechanism Analysis 
Deep-Stall Configuration Thrust Vectoring 
Pros 
• No controller additional controller tuning or 
mixing required. 
• Simple mechanics. 
• Provides control authority in up to 3 – axis. 
• Provides authority beyond the stall limit 
(assuming thrust is being produced) 
• Reduces the need for aerodynamic control 
surfaces. 
Cons 
• Fixed AoA operation, as optimal AoA is not 
known, there would exist a requirement for 
different geometries and positions to be 
tested on a single airframe. 
• Does not provide control along any axis, 
provides stability only in pitch. 
• Once trimmed to a high AoA, aircraft may 
be incapable of changing attitude to abort 
landing or execute a level – out procedure. 
• Requires significant tuning and control 
mixing to bring into operation. 
• Requires sufficient accuracy of actuation, 
the extent of which is unknown. 
• Increased mechanical complexity. 
• Requires the motor to be powered on for the 
entirety of the landing procedure. 
 
It was decided that a thrust vectoring mechanism would be employed to provide high AoA 
capabilities at low speeds. Implementation of such a mechanism would serve to eliminate the need 
for certain control surfaces and provide control authority beyond the stall limits of the aircraft.  
In line with the decision to employ a vectored propulsion system it was specified that the design 
would be an empennage-less configuration, with a single motor mounted at the aft end of the 
aircraft. Given an outlined requirement for optimised aircraft stability due to the inherent instability 
of high AoA low speed flight, an aft mounted motor serves to significantly reduce propeller effects 
on the airframe [see 2.4.4 Propeller Effects]. Aft motor mounting allows for a nose positioned 
payload unobstructed by the vectoring mechanism. 
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4.4 Thrust Vectoring Propulsion System 
As a single motor is being used for propulsion, the thrust vectoring is limited to 2-D vectoring as 
vectored roll authority can only be achieved using two motors deflecting in opposite directions 
similar to the functionality of ailerons (roll control surfaces which deflect in opposing directions). 
To achieve the desired AoA, pitch authority is required of the vectoring system (alone represents 
a 1-D vectoring system). However, there is an opportunity for both pitch and yaw authority (2-D 
vectoring) by allowing motor rotation about two axes. Taking into account that an empennage-less 
system has been outlined, a 2-D vectoring system has been selected as a desirable design. 
In order to obtain both pitch and yaw authority the motor is required to rotate about two axes. Two 
methods of achieving this have been identified: to have two independent, perpendicular axes of 
rotation or utilise a ball and socket joint. A system of two independent rotational axes has been 
selected as it restricts rotations about the centreline of the aircraft (roll axis, not to be confused with 
roll authority). This is opposed to a freely rotating socket. Rotation has been determined to be an 
undesirable mode of motion due to the unnecessary loading this would cause the actuating systems. 
A potential reduction or loss of motor orientation authority could be the consequence. To conserve 
space and restrict thrust induced rotational moments. Both pitch and yaw axes have been designed 
to intersect each other. These choices result in the design shown in Figure 12, outlining the main 
vectoring prototype components. 
 
Figure 12 – Thrust Vectoring Prototype Components 
1. Servo mounting bracket: this bracket is housed inside the aircraft such that the firewall lies 
between it and the body side bracket [2] such that the firewall serves as the structural support 
for the system. The system is attached by two M3 fasteners, which pass through both the servo 
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mounting bracket, firewall and the body side bracket [see Appendix C]. This bracket houses 
and correctly aligns the actuating servos which link to the motor bracket and are responsible 
for orientating the motor at the desired vector. As the bracket is mounted as a cantilever with 
respect to the firewall it is to be attached to the fuselage using adhesives on the top side in 
order to remove any undesirable deflections due to servo motor forces which would reduce the 
accuracy of motor orientation and potentially create undesirable vibrations. The battery lies 
underneath the servo mounting bracket and as such additional support structures cannot be 
included on the underside, as the fuselage is a foam construction for the prototype it is not 
feasible to use fasteners to attach this bracket to the fuselage on the top face.  
2. Body side bracket: attached to the external face of the firewall via four M3 fasteners, two of 
which pass through the firewall and into the servo mounting bracket. This bracket supports the 
biaxial pivot which provides the desired two degrees of rotational freedom. The pivot 
connection is at a clearance to the mounting surface such that ±20° of rotation in the yawing 
axis is allowed. The clearance accommodates the maximum rotational range of the Corona 
939mg servo motors employed when utilising the largest servo arm which comes standard 
with the servo motor. 
3. Bi-axial pivot: this pivot enables the rotations required by the system via two through holes 
along the pitch and yaw axis. Cylindrical threaded standoffs are fixed to the body side bracket 
and motor bracket and pass through the perpendicular holes in the pivot such that the pivot is 
constrained in all displacements other than the two axes of desired rotation. 
4. Motor bracket: this bracket is supported by the bi-axial pivot using two M3 fasteners and 
maintains the same clearance as the body side bracket providing ±20° of rotation along the 
pitching axis. Two arms are included on the top side of the bracket to coincide with the servo 
mounting bracket, these are at 45° angles from the centre plane allowing for servo adjustments 
to be equally effective in both pitch and yaw. This simplifies the control mixing process. Four 
mounting holes are pictured, these match the design specifications of the motor mounting plate 
such that it can be integrated with the out of the box motor componentry. As varying motor 
manufacturers do not employ universal mounting bracket dimensions in addition to the 
dimension variations between varying motor sizes, there cannot be a one size fits all approach 
to the motor side bracket. In order to vary the motor employed (assuming varying mounting 
plates), the motor bracket main face holes must be re-dimensioned and the part reproduced. 
Leveraging the rapid prototyping capabilities of 3-D printing, varying the motor bracket on a 
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cases by case basis is easily achieved. The motor bracket is the only part that requires 
modification in order to employ a motor mounting variation. The centre point of the motor 
housing matches the midpoint of the (intersecting) pitch and yaw axes, the net force acting on 
the motor bracket will therefore always pass through the centre of both rotational axes creating 
no moments about the pivot. Due to the high thrust-to-weight ratio of the aircraft, elimination 
of thrust induced rotational moments through the motor plate minimises the load requirements 
of the servo motors.  
All components pictured in Figure 12 are to be 3-D printed. Threaded aluminium cylindrical 
standoffs are used as the pivotal axes for the bi-axial pivot. As the two holes in this pivot intersect 
each other, only one of the aluminium pivots can be full through length. The perpendicular axis to 
this is supported via two separate standoffs which do not create interference with the perpendicular 
hole. These two separate standoffs have hexagonal tips such that they can be constrained from 
rotation during the fastening process, as these come with hexagonal connections at both ends they 
must be cut in half such that the cylindrical component can be inserted into the pivot. The pivot 
assembly exploded view including fasteners can be seen in Appendix C, Figure 13 shows the thrust 
vectoring assembly including servo motors, linkages and motor mounting plate (ball socket on 
connecting rod, firewall & motor are omitted). 
 
Figure 13 –Thrust Vectoring Assembly 
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4.5 Avionics & Flight Systems 
In order to bring an airframe to flight capabilities, avionics and electromechnical flight systems 
must be integrated. As an APM PX4 flight controller has been specified, this will provide the 
foundation as to the additional systems required based on the imbedded capabilities of the flight 
controller. Multiple variations of the APM PX4 flight controller exist—some adding additional 
redundancy such as the PixHawk 2 system; a PixFalcon flight controller has been selected for this 
prototype. The PixFalcon provides the same hardware functionality as the standard PixHawk flight 
controller in a smaller configuration (PixHawk: 50×81×15.5mm, 38g; PixFalcon: 38×43×12mm, 
15.8g) and as such has been selected to minimise weight and improve functional space. These PX4 
systems share the same primary features and software protocols, this can be swapped to any PX4 
system without requiring modifications to the other flight systems employed as per Figure 14.  
 
Figure 14 – Avionics & Flight Systems 
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Flight controller:  PixFalcon  
Beyond processing capabilities the PixFalcon has a number of inbuilt sensors, these include:  
• ST Micro 16 bit gyroscope; 
• ST Micro 14 bit accelerometer / magnetometer; 
• Invensense 3-axis accelerometer / gyroscope; 
• Barometer. 
(38×43×12mm, 15.8g) 
GPS:    Holybro Micro M8N GPS 
Preconfigured for PX4 operation with matching port connection, NEO-M8N chip tracks two GNSS 
systems concurrently, GPS and GLONASS by default allowing for greater positioning resolution, 
system has a position tracking update rate up of up to 10Hz. (38×38×11mm, 20.6g) 
Radio transmitter: Holybro FPV Radio OSD All-in-one Set  
This includes a ground station radio telemetry module and a micro radio telemetry module (in 
aircraft, 35×35×5mm, 10g) with OSD overlay capabilities for first person view flight capabilities. 
This system operates on the 915MHz band and is designed for MAVLink protocol framing and is 
configurable through Mission Planner.  
Pitot tube / sensor:  Pixhawk Digital Airspeed Sensor w/ Pitot Tube  
Includes digital sensor, pitot tube and connective tubing. Operational range to 1psi (100m/s) gauge 
pressure at 0.84Pa resolution. (Sensor: 16×20×5mm; pitot tube length: 120mm; system mass: 18g) 
Arming switch: PX4 Arming Switch 
Safety switch for arming the flight controller and motor. 150mm wiring. (5×5×15mm, 5g) 
Imaging payload: Canon S110 Powershot 
12.1 Megapixel sensor and 5x optical zoom. (98.8×59.0×26.9mm, 173g)  
Battery:   Multistar/Turnigy High Capacity LiPo (~5200mAh 3S 10C) 
Given the limited lifespan of LiPo batteries and the ever-improving performance it is expected that 
the system should be capable of employing a variety of batteries. The system was designed and 
tested using a Multistar 5200mAh 3S (3 cells in series) 10C (constant discharge rating [10𝐶𝐶 ×5.2𝐴𝐴ℎ = 52𝐴𝐴]), peak discharge rating 20C (104A). Dimensions of listed Multistar, 
(142×49×22mm, 331g): these dimensions may vary with battery use due to expansion. 
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Motor:   Turnigy 3542-800kv Brushless Outrunner  
Maximum current of 42A, although the motor can briefly be given current in excessive of 42A for 
additional take-off thrust, with a maximum power delivered to the motor of  625W, 800Kv (rpm/V). 
Mounting plate uses M3 holes. (L: 43mm OD: 37mm, 142g) 
Propeller:  12 × 6 (inches) APC2 twin-blade prop 
Motor Controller:  Aerostar 50A Electronic Speed Controller 
Capable of burst current to 60A for up to 10s. Given a 42A motor capable of brief overcharge the 
Aerostar 50A meets the motor requirements. (56×30×14mm) 
Servo motors:  Corona 939mg 
A light weight Corona digital metal gear (mg) servo motor, has a specified stall torque of 2.7 kg.cm 
and an operating speed of 0.13s per 60° rotation; given the predicted mass of the aircraft and zero 
thrust moment design of the vectoring assembly, stall torque meets the requirements. JR connector 
matches ports on PX4. (22.5×11.5×24.6mm, 12.5g)  
4.6 Fuselage 
4.6.1 Primary Structure 
The primary requirement of the fuselage is to house the avionics and flight systems of the aircraft 
[see Section 4.5]. Of the required flight systems, major space considerations must be given to the 
battery, payload and vectoring system as these components are the most spatially intensive and of 
the greatest mass. In the interest of reducing drag during the main low AoA cruise phase of flight, 
the profile of the fuselage perpendicular to the free stream air should be minimised to reduce the 
profile drag of the fuselage. Similarly, taper towards the trailing end of the fuselage seeks to reduce 
profile drag, and a reduction of sharp protruding instruments is used to reduce turbulent dragging 
effects.  
In order to maximise short landing capabilities, high drag during the landing phase of flight is 
desirable. High drag serves to increase the angle of descent as the dragging force opposes the 
direction of travel and effectively becomes a lifting force analogous to a parachute given 
sufficiently steep descent. The design methodology with respect to fuselage drag effects is to 
minimise cross sectional area and drag at low AoA and maximise these criteria at high AoA. 
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Avionics and flight system considerations: 
• It is preferable that the battery is positioned near the motor for power delivery. With an aft 
mounted motor, preferable battery location exists in the aft portion of the fuselage.  
• Accurate measurement of aircraft orientation requires the flight controller to be positioned 
close to the aerodynamic centre of the aircraft. 
• Forward placement of the payload is preferable; it is at the least risk of damage with the aft 
portion of the aircraft touching down first. Forward mounting provides greater viewing 
angles in the direction of travel which can be further improved with the addition of a gimbal 
camera system. Given the required camera orientation (spanwise) this component has the 
largest width requirement, forward mounting allows for the fuselage aft of this system to be 
tapered for favourable drag characteristics. 
• LiPo batteries are temperature sensitive and require sufficient cooling to avoid failure. This 
is implemented as an undercarriage airflow duct facing into the battery and venting through 
the vectoring system.  
• Pitot tube must be mounted in the free stream flow on the leading edge for accurate 
measurements to be obtained.  
 
Figure 15 – Fuselage Design 
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Design of the fuselage is heavily integrated with the design of the wing [Section 4.7]. Both 
processes occurring simultaneously, and in addition to component balancing [Section 4.8], in order 
to maintain a favourable balance for static stability. 
Given the effective camber of the forebody (with a longer streamline passing across the top surface 
than the bottom) in addition to the relatively flat lower face, it is expected that this portion of the 
aircraft will produce lift due to Bernoulli’s principle in addition to lift as a function of angle of 
attack. However the extent and magnitude of these forces is unknown. 
In order to increase practical functionality the system has been designed to have detachable wings. 
The inboard 120mm of the wing section to the centreline of the aircraft has been design as part of 
the fuselage to increase the available space for potential componentry without requiring any 
additional stock or space for manufacturing as this is in line with the limits of the forebody. This 
increases the second moment of area of the fuselage midsection and improves strength. This serves 
as the mounting location for the vertical stabilisers [Section 4.7] and the root attachment/locating 
point for the detachable wing. Due to a component of the wing being manufactured as the fuselage, 
the detachable wing is of shorter span; this reduces the structural and manufacturing requirements. 
When built as a shell fuselage, this wing portion will provide significant improvements to 
functional space and configuration flexibility. 
The fuselage will be cut from high-density extruded polystyrene (HDEPS). This material is light-
weight with excellent compressive strength; it has poor impact resistance and low rigidity. Due to 
these material characteristics the fuselage is coated in an epoxy resin to improve impact resistance. 
A ply firewall is fixed to the aft end of the fuselage for mounting of the thrust vectoring system 
and lengthwise structural ply plates are added for stiffness and component mounting.  
Minimal cutaways are made inside the fuselage to maintain the structural integrity of the foam 
fuselage. This imposes a significant reduction in space deemed acceptable for the prototype phase 
with the model aiming to assess functionality. Further iterations are to be manufactured as a 
fibreglass composite shell. This will significantly increase mission capabilities with increased 
space and strength as well as decreased weight.  
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4.6.2 Structural Plates 
The length of the fuselage and thin body sections of the forebody while using HDEPS, requires 
additional stiffness. The plate through the centre of the aircraft and along the horizontal plane 
specifically requires stiffening. The addition of a stiffening plate along this plate coincides with the 
leading and trailing edge of the fuselage component of the wing: the leading edge of the forebody 
and the centre of the thrust vectoring bracket. This stiffening plate is made from CNC machined 
3mm ply. As the plate lies along the leading and trailing edges, the impact resistance of these 
sensitive areas is drastically improved in addition to the improved stiffness and strength of the 
entire fuselage. 
 
Figure 16 – Centre-Horizon Ply Plate 
Figure 16 shows the centre-horizon plane stiffening plate where section (1) shows the payload 
mounting surface for the camera in the prototype configuration [see Figure 18] and section (2) 
shows the cutaway coinciding with the fuselage portion of the wing. Due to the minimal thickness 
of the trailing wing edge, the area of the stiffening plate has been increased in this region for 
additional structural support. Significant portions of the plate are cutaway to minimise weight to 
accommodate for the relatively high density and area of the 3mm ply plate. This is also required 
such that componentry can be installed a stowed sufficiently. 
In addition to the centre-horizon ply plate two plates [Figure 17], (both 3mm ply) are included on 
the undercarriage of the aircraft. These two plates make up the lower hatch of the aircraft granting 
access to the servo-mounting bracket and serves as the access point for installing, removing and 
securing the battery. The fuselage fixed plate shown first in Figure 16 forms the lower face of the 
airflow duct. It also sets the battery dimension limits, as they must fit within this space. In addition 
it provides a secure structure for the lower of the two plates (pictured [Figure 16]) to be fastened 
via two screws and an aft locating slot. This lower plate provides the platform for the battery; 
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cutaways reduce weight and allow for limited airflow about the underside (mounted surface) of the 
battery. 
 
Figure 17 – Lower Hatch Plates 
4.6.3 Payload Mounting 
The payload mounting system provides the specified imaging platform with sufficient clearance 
such that the sensor can operate with the lens fully extended without protruding through the 
fuselage as well as the lens completely retracted without the fuselage obstructing the image. 
Additionally this platform provides vibrational dampening through the use of four rubber anti-
vibration standoffs. These also provide the camera with additional clearance, shown in Figure 18. 
 
Figure 18 – Payload Mount System 
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The fuselage directly under the lens is CNC machined with a chamfered hole to provide the 
required clearance for imaging at all lens extensions. The bracket holding the camera is 3-D printed 
and is fitted with a Velcro strap-down tab for securing the payload during flight. This system is 
accessible via the top hatch. 
4.6.4 Hatch Layout 
A two hatch configuration is employed with a front upper hatch granting access to the payload and 
avionics with a rear undercarriage hatch granting access to the battery bay, motor controller and 
servo mounting bracket. The selection of an undercarriage hatch for access to rear componentry 
was a compromise made to allow the thrust vectoring servo motors to be mounted on the top side 
of the aircraft such that they would not receive direct impact during landing while not having to 
disassemble the vectoring system to gain access to the battery bay.  
4.7 Wing Assembly 
Given the cambered forebody of the fuselage and relatively thin fuselage segment aft of the 
forebody, the airframe shares strong similarities with that of a flying wing. Quantifying the lifting 
effect(s) of this body lies beyond the scope of this project. So, in the interest of approximating 
aerodynamic forces succinctly, the wing root is assumed to lie at the centreline of the aircraft with 
the tip at the prefaced wingspan of 1.8m (0.9m from root to tip) with qualitative considerations 
being given to the lifting effects of the forebody in level flight as well as while experiencing forces 
as a function of AoA. The proposed wing is to be cut from polystyrene using a 4-axis CNC hot-
wire cutter and strengthened as well as stiffened by additional support structures [Figure 19]. 
4.7.1 Airfoil  
The MH 18 airfoil has been selected for the main wing; data shown in Appendix D. This airfoil was 
designed for model aircraft, is suitable for low Re flight and has been successfully tested on the 
smaller fixed-wing, tailless variant at ADR, given the larger predicted MAC of the wing, this airfoil 
is predicted to be suitable for lower speeds at which the Re will be equivalent. The airfoil has a low 
yet negative moment coefficient at the aerodynamic centre, this moment remains negative up until 
the stall AoA of approximately 9° at which point it rises to a maximum positive moment coefficient 
at 13-14.5° before returning towards zero. Airfoil data beyond 15° AoA is unavailable. 
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4.7.2 Planform 
Due to the complexity of stall mechanics, high dependency on Reynold’s number, planform and 
fuselage shape due to viscous effects dominating section characteristics; quantifying 3-D airfoil 
data across the span of the wing beyond the stall AoA would require extensive three dimensional 
CFD analysis and wind tunnel testing of the proposed design(s) [Appendix B 1]. This process would 
be highly iterative, cost and time intensive, therefore such analysis lies beyond the scope of this 
project. 
As per Appendix B 3 it is predicted that the addition of wing sweep will reduce the peak and 
subsequent loss of 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 when passing through the stall angle.  Given the fly by wire nature of the 
flight controller it is predicted that this non – linear loss of 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 and subsequent variation in 
acceleration will cause an overcorrection in attitude by the controller. By reducing the magnitude 
of this variation in 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 while operating in the stall range, it is predicted that the flight controller will 
be more stable in diverging to the required flight attitude. It can be seen in Appendix B 3 that 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 
remains relatively stable through to 32° AoA, this is however for a much larger Re than the 
expected operational range. Whether or not this effect will apply to the combination of Re, airfoil 
and planform employed is unknown however the addition of sweep to the design is still determined 
as favourable. 
The wing sweep serves to improve the directional stability of the aircraft due to the asymmetric 
effects in a sideslip whereby the leading wing produces additional lift and lift induced drag rolling 
the aircraft and yawing it to reduce the sideslip angle. 
A taper ratio (𝜆𝜆) of 0.5 has been selected to reduce root bending and minimise early wing tip stall, 
which reduces aileron effectiveness. 
At 5° angle of attack at Re greater than or equal to 105, MH 18 has an approximate CL,MAX of 1, 
from Appendix E a wing loading of 3.7 – 6.1 kg/m2 (12 - 20 oz./ft2) based off of an approximated 
mass of 2kg [Section 4.8] was selected as a design target in order to minimise landing velocities 
(reference: 8 – 11 m/s stall speed). 
No washout has been implemented due to the increased difficulty of implementing stiffening 
structures and surface finishes. The wing specifications as per the root lying on the centreline-
vertical airframe plane are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2 – Wing Specifications as per Centreline-Vertical Plane Root 
Span (b) 1.8m 
Root Chord (𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟) 0.375m 
Tip Chord (𝑎𝑎𝑡𝑡) 0.1875m 
Taper Ratio (𝜆𝜆) 0.5 
Wing Area (S) 0.5063m2 
Aspect Ratio (AR) 6.4 
Sweep Angle 26.3° 
Mean Aerodynamic Chord (MAC) 0.2917m 
Aerodynamic Centre from Root Leading Edge 0.2917m 
Washout (𝜖𝜖) None 
Planform Adjustment Factor (𝑢𝑢) 0.995 
 
The planform of the outboard breakaway component of the wing to be cut separately to the fuselage 
portion of the wing is shown in Figure 19. 
 
Figure 19 – Breakaway Wing Dimensions 
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4.7.3 Un-Stalled Performance Prediction 
From the MAC for the specified wing, operational Reynold’s numbers can be calculated as a 
function of velocity as shown in Figure 20 as per Equation 1. The kinematic viscosity has been 
assumed constant as 1.568 × 10-5 m2/s (dry air at 300 K and 1 atm).  
 
Figure 20 – Wing Reynold's Number vs. Airspeed 
The implementing the planform adjustment factors as specified in equations 5 & 11 provides 
functions for corrected angle of attack and total drag:  
𝛼𝛼 = 𝛼𝛼0 + � 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢�180𝑢𝑢 = 𝛼𝛼0 + (2.86 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿) 
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿2𝑢𝑢𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑢𝑢 = 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷,0 + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿220 
Table 3 – Predicted Level Flight Characteristics of Wing 
Airspeed 
(m/s) 
Zero Lift  
𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳 
Zero Lift 
AoA 𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫 𝑪𝑪𝑳𝑳/𝑪𝑪𝑫𝑫 𝑷𝑷𝑹𝑹 (Watts) 
8 (min) 1.000 9.86° 0.080 12.5 12.5 
10 0.633 4.61° 0.033 19.2 10.2 
12.5 0.405 2.16° 0.021 19.3 12.7 
15 0.281 0.80° 0.017 16.5 17.8 
20 0.158 - 1.55° 0.010 15.8 24.8 
25 0.101 - 2.21° 0.009 11.2 43.8 
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The predicted level flight characteristics in Table 3 are determined via analysis of specified wing 
only. Zero lift 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 has been determined from an approximated mass of 2kg as per Section 2.8 in 
combination with Equation 6 and an assumed air density from standard atmospheric conditions of 
1.225kg/m3. Zero lift AoA is determined by the airfoil data at the closest available Re and corrected 
using Equation 5. The first velocity listed is the stall speed as per Equation 12 using a 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 of 1. 
Similarly 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿/𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 is calculated using the corrected coefficient of drag as per Equation 11. Power 
required is calculated using Equation 13. This is exclusively the mechanical power required based 
on wing effects only, not accounting for the body drag which is unknown and will vary with AoA. 
This analysis does not account for the lifting effects of the body or trimmed deflection of the thrust 
vector (expected to be minimal for level flight). While the extent of these effects are unknown, 
they are predicted to produce additional lift, increasing as a function of AoA thereby reducing the 
required angle of attack for level cruise and increasing the 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷—both induced and profile drag 
components—from that predicted. Body effects are predicted to increasing thrust/power 
requirements, the extent of which will increase as a function of AoA.  
4.7.4 Control Surfaces 
A single control surface has been chosen for the wing spanning the full length of the breakaway 
wing segment. Using a single, near full span control surface allows for control of surface deflection 
near the wing tips without the requirement of an outboard mounted servo motor. Mounting the 
motor towards the tapered end of the wing becomes progressively less favourable requiring longer 
cables, which require cutaways for cable routing in addition to the motor cutaway. Given the 
reduction in cross sectional area and reduction in stiffening devices towards the wing tip the 
reduction in structural support and increase in localised load (as the moment is translated to the 
servo housing) created by an outboard servo is unfavourable.  
Given the vectoring system employing, pitch control (typically handled by elevon mixed controls 
on an empennage-less aircraft) is not required of the wing control surface. The primary function of 
this control surface is to create roll authority however an opportunity is available such that the 
aileron surface can be coupled through control mixing to effect flap functionality in a flaperon 
configuration. Given the promotion of wing tip stalling caused by the inclusion of wing taper and 
wing sweep, having near full span aileron functionality is desirable for high AoA applications 
where the outboard section of the wing experiences significant control reduction when passing 
through the stall AoA range. The addition of flap functionality to this control surface can be seen 
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to shift the laminar bucket range of 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 increasing the maximum achievable laminar 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 when 
deployed, typically for landings and take-off.  
Additional high-lift device functionality could be added through the implementation of slotted flap 
sections although this significantly increases the complexity of the wing manufacturing process 
increasingly so for a foam cut wing section as additional support structures would be required. As 
such, for this prototype slotted flaps have not been included. 
4.7.5 Stiffening Structures 
Due to the loading scenarios expected of the wing during a typical mission, a polystyrene (PS) 
wing section alone is not structurally satisfactory given that it is prone to deflection due to lifting 
forces spanwise, chordwise and in torsional rotation. In addition to this, a purely PS wing is 
susceptible to complete failure in the likely event that the wing tip, at some point, touches the 
ground during a landing procedure.  
Sufficient torsional stiffness must be implemented such that the wings do not experience control 
reversal. Control reversal occurs when the force due to deflection of control surface cause a 
torsional load on the wing twisting it, causing a change in angle of attack and reversal of force. 
Given the near full span control surface, torsional loads are minimised as the control force is spread 
over the majority of the trailing edge. However due to variation in localised flow due to planform, 
torsional forces are still expected.  
The four primary stiffening structures employed on the breakaway wing are:  
• A 3mm ply plate at the root to provide support about mounting and routing holes and 
constrain chordwise bending at the root.  
• A 750mm long carbon (hollow rod) spar of OD: 12mm running along the pitching axis, 
passing through the aerodynamic centre of the aircraft. This is a single rod which extends 
through both wings and the fuselage as shown in Figure 20, this rod does not run the full 
length of the wing due to the sweep in addition to portability concerns. This provides 
significant bending stiffness along the pitching axis for its length however does not provide 
support to the outboard portion of the wing. The implementation of this stiffening structure 
eliminates the possibility of wing dihedral due to the geometry. 
• A through thickness 3mm ply spar running spanwise along the quarter-chord line of the wing 
provides spanwise bending stiffness and strength, particularly in the direction of lift. This 
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spar intersects the carbon spar at the wing sweep angle providing additional, torsional 
stiffness and strength to the wing about the pitching axis.  
• The wing is wrapped with a fibre tape mesh running at 45° to the spanwise and chordwise 
directions, this provides bending stiffness in both directions and significantly increases the 
torsional stiffness of the wing [Figure 30 – Left]. The fibre tape is additionally applied to the 
entire leading edge of the breakaway wing to improve impact resistance. 
4.7.6 Breakaway Alignment and Securing 
Quick assembly of the breakaway wing to the fuselage with correct alignment of both wings is 
required. To correctly align the wing two carbon rods passing through both the breakaway wing 
and the fuselage wing portion are employed. The central of these two rods is the aforementioned 
aerodynamic centre, carbon wing spar which aligns both wings in a linear plane. A second smaller 
carbon spar is fixed near the quarter chord line at the root of the breakaway wing. This inserts into 
the fuselage to constrain rotation of the wing and correctly align the AoA of the wing with respect 
to the fuselage such that the wings AoA with respect to a level fuselage orientation is zero. 
The wing is locked into position and completely constrained via the spar lock [Figure 21]. This 
mechanism consists of a balsa cube sunk into the wing through which the ac wing spar intersects. 
A hole is then placed through both the block and the carbon spar such that a screw locks the spar 
and the block together. When both wings are slotted to the fuselage and the spar lock screwed in, 
all displacements and rotations of the breakaway wing are constrained.    
4.7.7 Wingtip Devices and Stabilisers 
Given low speed flying wings tendency for oscillatory yaw modes and the unknown sensitivity of 
the thrust vectoring system, vertical stabilisers have been included for passive yaw stability. The 
vertical stabilisers are attached are fixed to the fuselage at the breakaway wing root, they extend 
primarily above the wing with a small portion extending to the undercarriage to act as a skid on 
landing. 
Wing end-plates have been added to increase the effective lift of the wing tips and reduce the lift 
induced drag created by tip vortices. These plates protect the control surfaces on touchdown such 
that the control surfaces are unable to impact with the ground due to the wing end-plate, vertical 
stabiliser and lower hatch extending further under the aircraft than the control surface at maximum 
deflection. 
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4.7.8 Wing Structures Schematic 
A schematic of the fuselage wing portion, breakaway wing and associated structures (excluding 
fibre tape & surface finish) are shown in Figure 21. 
 
Figure 21 – Wing Structures 
 
4.7.9 Surface Finish  
The breakaway wing is wrapped in nylon sheet following installation of supporting structures. This 
increases the impact and wear resistance of the foam shape supporting structure. Additionally 
wrapping the wing in nylon reduces the skin friction drag improving performance [Figure 30].  
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4.8 Component Balance 
Distribution of weight throughout the airframe dictates the centre of gravity (CG) of the aircraft. 
Placement of the CG relative to the aerodynamic centre significantly impacts the static longitudinal 
stability of the aircraft. If the CG relative is placed too far forward, aircraft stability may impede 
control effectiveness and cause an undesirable flaperon deflection for trimmed conditions (given a 
desired motor deflection of zero at a trimmed state). Placement aft of the ac reduces stability; 
placement beyond the neutral point at approximately 35% MAC results in an unstable aircraft.  
A design target CG at 25% MAC coinciding with the ac is specified. This target results in a 
favourable balance of stability and control. This target allows for variation in actual CG of ±10% 
MAC while retaining satisfactory stability. Due to the number of unknown variables effecting ac 
and CG placement, this allowable range is critical. 
During designing, a spreadsheet outlining the estimated mass and longitudinal location relative to 
the predicted ac [Table 2] of componentry and the airframe. The centreline placement from ac 
denotes the distance from the ac to the components centre of mass along the centreline.  
Unknown and uncertain variables to be considered include: 
• Unknown mass value of epoxy resin fuselage surface finish. The epoxy layer thickness is 
unknown and may vary across the surface with variations in surface finish and application. 
• HDEPS density is assumed to be 20kg/m3, actual stock density may vary however HDPES 
mass is relatively low proportional to other materials. 
• Ply plate density is assumed to be 550kg/m3 (birch) however this is subject to variance.  
• The mass of electrical wiring is unknown and is omitted from this analysis. 
• The mass of the battery and payload may be subject to change. 
If moving from a prototype to a composite shell production in subsequent iterations, consideration 
of the variation in mass and CG will be required. This change would result in a lighter fuselage 
with a new centre of mass, it is predicted that the resultant CG of the entire system would shift aft 
however the additional space allowable would support a wider variety of component placements.   
The component balance for the prototype [Table 4] predicts a CG lying 1.7mm forward of the 
Aerodynamic Centre at 24.5% MAC.  
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Table 4 – Component Balance 
Component Weight  (grams) 
Centreline Displacement 
from ac (mm) 
Pitching 
Moment (N.m) 
Motor Assembly 280 245 0.6729 
Motor Bracket 70 210 0.1442 
Battery  
(Multistar 5200 mAh) 331 110 0.3571 
Wing Spar 60 0 0 
Speed Controller 30 80 0.0235 
Flight Controller 16 0 0 
Receiver 10 -40 -0.0039 
GPS 20 -80 -0.0156 
Control Surface 
Servos  (×2)  25 40 0.0098 
Vectoring Servos (×2) 25 150 0.0367 
Pitot Tube 10 -400 -0.0392 
Camera & Bracket 235 -340 -0.7838 
Total Component 
Mass 1112 N/A N/A 
Estimated Airframe 
Mass 1000 -45 -0.4414 
Total Mass: 2112 Total Moment: -0.0357 
CG lies 1.7mm forward of the Aerodynamic Centre at 24.5% MAC 
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4.9 System of Aerodynamic Forces 
Figure 22 describes the system of aerodynamic and static forces experienced by the airframe during 
flight. Lift and drag can be seen tied to the direction of free-stream flow as a function of AoA. With 
high AoA, thrust significantly deviates from the direction of travel. This is further complicated by 
thrust vectoring, which deviates thrust from the centreline of the aircraft. Thrust may be broken 
into an effective lifting component—force perpendicular to the ground—and an effective 
horizontal force. These forces are therefore a function of thrusting force, glide slope, AoA and 
motor pitch (𝛼𝛼∗). The components of force opposing the weight of the aircraft are presented as 
vertical components of lift, drag and thrust. For level flight with a negligible vertical-thrust lifting 
component, total lift can be described purely via the lifting components (L) described in Figure 22 
and Equation 6. The predicted level flight characteristics determined from airfoil and planform is 
provided in Table 3. 
 
Figure 22 – System of Aerodynamic Forces during Landing 
As airfoil data for MH 18 is unknown beyond the stall region and lifting body coefficients are 
unknown, high AoA forces must be estimated. Lifting surfaces can be seen to converge to a flat 
plate model at high AoA (seen in Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C. (1981) “Aerodynamic 
characteristics of seven symmetrical airfoil sections through 180-degree angle of attack…”). The 
NACA 0012 test maintains the closest geometry to the MH 18 airfoil employed with a maximum 
thickness of 12% at 30% chord (MH 18 has a maximum thickness of 11.16% at 36%) and has been 
used to estimate wing lifting and dragging effects in the absence of airfoil specific high AoA data. 
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All seven airfoil tests showed maximum lift coefficient of (1 < 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 < 1.1 at 40 < 𝛼𝛼 < 45) (stalled) 
across all Reynolds numbers tested [Appendix F 1]. In this range of maximum coefficient of lift 
(𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿), the coefficient of drag (𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷) entered the range of (1 < 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 < 1.1), matching that of the lift 
[Appendix F 2]. With additional angle of attack, the lift coefficient reduces with the drag coefficient 
increasing to a maximum of 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1.8. Comparatively, the coefficient of drag in the un-stalled 
region is 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 0.05 at 𝛼𝛼 ≈ 11°. 
It is predicted that at a high AoA orientation the fuselage will converge to a flat plate model of 
lifting forces. As such, the planform area of the forebody is partially included in the lifting surface 
area (S) to conservatively predict these effects with a corrected area of (𝑆𝑆 = 0.552𝑚𝑚2). Under this 
evaluation the surface area is modelled using the same airfoil coefficients as the wing. The vertical 
component of lifting and dragging forces are calculated as function of glide slope (GS) in Equation 
15, where drag and lifting forces are calculated per Equations 6 & 8. 
𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 =  𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆) + 𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆) ( 15 ) 
Therefore the steady state airspeed for a given orientation is given by Equation 16. 
𝑉𝑉∞ = � 2𝑊𝑊
𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑆𝑆 ∙ �𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆) + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆)� ( 16 ) 
The subsequent dragging force parallel to the ground can be determined by Equation 17. 
𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 = �𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ∙ 𝑎𝑎𝐿𝐿𝐷𝐷(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆) + 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ∙ 𝐷𝐷𝑊𝑊𝑊𝑊(𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆)� ∙ 𝜌𝜌∞ ∙ 𝑉𝑉∞2 ∙ 𝑆𝑆2  ( 17 ) 
Conservative predictions of coefficients at an AoA of 40° were selected from Appendix F (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ≈
𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1). A conservative surface area adjustment to 0.552𝑚𝑚2 is made for the inclusion of forebody 
effects. The descent airspeeds for varying (power on) glide slopes were approximated for an angle 
of attack of 40°, 60° and for an equivalent un-stalled approach at 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀. An additional 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷+= 0.25 
is added to the un-stalled case as an approximated account of fuselage drag (Lennon, A., 1996, p. 
52). The resultant approach airspeeds calculated are shown in Table 5.   
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Table 5 – Glide Velocity Predictions for high AoA vs. un-stalled conditions  
Glide Slope 𝑽𝑽∞ (m/s) Groundspeed (m/s) 
Rate of Descent 
(m/s) 
~ 60° AoA Stalled (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ≈ 0.0.85 ;  𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1.5 ; 𝑆𝑆 = 0.5520𝑚𝑚2) 
55° 5.8 3.3 4.8 
45° 5.9 4.2 4.2 
35° 6.1 5.0 3.4 
~ 40° AoA Stalled (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ≈ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1 ; 𝑆𝑆 = 0.5520𝑚𝑚2) 
45° 6.4 4.5 4.5 
35° 6.5 5.3 3.7 
25° 6.6 6 2.8 
< 10° Max Lift (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 ≈ 1 ;  𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 0.33 ; 𝑆𝑆 = 0.5063𝑚𝑚2) 
45° 8.2 5.8 5.8 
35° 7.9 6.5 4.5 
25° 7.8 7.2 3.3 
Table 5 shows a reduction in approach velocities when compared to the equivalent glide slope 
using an un-stalled AoA. Of the two high AoA cases presented, a 60° AoA produced the lowest 
airspeed at a steeper glide slope when compared with 40° AoA. Given the estimated nature of this 
analysis, it does not seek to determine the optimum glide slope of the aircraft—which will deviate 
from predicted values. This analysis serves to show that steeper glide slopes using a high AoA 
approach are expected to produce favourable landing speeds despite using conservative estimations 
of lifting parameters. Analysis assumes that roll is sufficiently constrained at a level orientation. 
The analysis in Table 5 does not account for motor effects. 
Thrust is required to maintain the horizontal vector of airspeed by matching horizontal dragging 
force. Additionally the thrust vector is required to match the rotational moment such that a constant 
pitch is maintained. These forces have been resolved as a function of AoA, GS, 𝛼𝛼∗and thrust (T)—
the moment force is being determined as acting through the thrust vectoring pivot 0.22m aft of the 
ac. 
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𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻 = 𝑇𝑇 ∙ cos(𝛼𝛼 − 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 − 𝛼𝛼∗) ;  𝑇𝑇 = 𝐷𝐷𝐻𝐻cos(𝛼𝛼 − 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 − 𝛼𝛼∗) ( 18 ) 
𝑀𝑀 = −0.22𝑚𝑚 ∙ 𝑇𝑇 ∙ sin(𝛼𝛼∗) ;  
𝑇𝑇 = −𝑀𝑀0.22𝑚𝑚 ∙ sin(𝛼𝛼∗) ( 19 ) 
The system of equations produced by Equations 18 & 19 is solved using MATLAB. This 
determines the motor deflection (𝛼𝛼∗; +𝑣𝑣𝑅𝑅 denoting upwards deflection) and thrust (T) (required 
for both dragging [Equation 17] and pitching [Equation 14]) requirements to be met at a given 
airspeed and orientation [example Appendix G]. Glide slopes, AoA and corresponding airspeeds 
given in Table 5 have been used for this analysis. The maximum moment coefficient (𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀) of -0.25 
corresponding to the AoA is assumed [Appendix F 4]. 
Lifting thrust is calculated per Equation 20.  
𝑇𝑇𝐿𝐿 = 𝑇𝑇 ∙ sin(𝛼𝛼 − 𝐺𝐺𝑆𝑆 − 𝛼𝛼∗) ( 20 ) 
Table 6 – Thrust Vectoring Requirements for Varying GS & AoA Conditions 
GS & 
[Airspeed 
(m/s)] 
𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 
(N.m) 
Horizontal 
Drag (N) Motor Pitch  Thrust (N) 
Lifting 
Thrust (N) 
60° AoA (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ≈ 0.85; 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1.5 ;  𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 ≤ −0.25 ; 𝑆𝑆 = 0.5520𝑚𝑚2) 
55° [5.8] - 0.83 17.70 12.21° 17.84 -2.239 
45° [5.9] - 0.86 19.55 11.51° 19.59 1.19 
35° [6.1] - 0.92 21.59 10.83° 22.27 5.45 
 40° AoA (𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 ≈ 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 ≈ 1 ;  𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 ≤ −0.25 ; 𝑆𝑆 = 0.5520𝑚𝑚2) 
45° [6.4] - 1.01 19.58 13.02° 20.37 - 6.30 
35° [6.5] - 1.04 19.89 13.58° 20.12 - 3.00 
25° [6.6] - 1.07 19.57 14.39° 19.57 0.21 
Table 6 shows that the required thrust and motor pitch required for overcoming drag at the given 
airspeeds and orientations create substantial lifting effects due to thrust. At high descent rates, 
thrust can be seen to reduce the aircraft’s net lift as the motor is tilted above the horizon level. As 
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the glide slope is reduced, the motor transitions below horizontal producing additional lifting 
forces. Increase in lifting force increases the airframe mass supported for the given airspeed. From 
Table 6, it can be seen that significant lifting effects occur, due to thrust, at a glide slope of 35° and 
AoA of 60°. At this orientation and an approach airspeed of 6.1m/s with 22.3N of thrust, 5.5N of 
lifting thrust is produced. This force supports a 2.6kg airframe requiring a power-to-weight ratio 
(T/W) of 0.89. Comparatively, an approach at the same glide slope (35°) with an AoA of 40° 
produces a negative lifting effect due to downward thrust. Despite a higher airspeed of 6.5m/s, this 
approach attitude and airspeed would only support an airframe mass of 1.7kg; thus it would require 
a power-to-weight ratio of 1.2 despite having a higher coefficient of lift than the 60° AoA scenario. 
This shows the power of thrust orientation and outlines the required balance between lifting effects 
due to drag and thrust.  
Assuming a glide slope of 35° and an AoA of 60° for landing, Table 7 corrects for lifting thrust to 
predict the descent rate for varying airframe masses and the required power to weight ratio.  
Table 7 – Mass vs. Airspeed Landing at 35° GS & 60° AoA 
Airspeed 
(m/s) 
𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴𝑴 
(N.m) 
Horizontal 
Drag (N) Motor Pitch  
Required 
Thrust (N) 
Lifting 
Thrust (N) 
4 -0.39 9.28 10.66° 9.57 2.37 
5 -0.62 14.51 10.85° 14.96 3.66 
6 -0.89 20.89 10.82° 21.55 5.28 
7 -1.21 28.43 10.81° 29.32 7.19 
8 -1.58 37.14 10.81° 38.31 9.39 
Airspeed 
(m/s) 
Aerodynamic 
Lift (N) 
Descent Rate 
(m/s) 
Mass 
Supported 
(Kg) 
Power-to-
Weight 
Ratio 
 
4 8.42 2.3 1.1 0.89 
5 13.16 2.9 1.7 0.90 
6 18.95 3.4 2.7 0.81 
7 25.79 4.0 3.4 0.88 
8 33.68 4.6 4.4 0.85 
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Given the unknown airfoil and airframe characteristics, information presented in Table 7 does not 
seek to find the optimum approach path. This data does, however, represent a desirable approach 
path. It provides descent rates comparable to un-stalled approaches at steeper glide slope angles. 
The pitch of the aircraft during this approach is 25°, which presents a reasonable level out 
requirement. Increasing AoA or decreasing the glide slope will result in a larger level out angle 
while decreasing AoA. Increasing the glide slope would reduce the lifting effects due to thrust. 
While analytical solutions provide an estimate of flight performance, optimisation of the glide slope 
angle, AoA and motor selection will require significant flight testing. The effects of flaperon 
deflection on lifting, dragging and moment coefficients at high AoA are unknown; flaperon 
deflection might further reduce airspeeds for high AoA approaches. Given that replacement of only 
the thrust vectoring motor bracket is the only structural modification required for motor 
replacement, the motor and prop may be switched depending on payload mass to provide the 
required thrust for landing. Depending on motor selection, the motor controller may require 
replacement.  
During take-off the pitch of the motor will be orientated further down—due the direction of 
travel—producing additional lifting thrust. By employing a high power-to-weight ratio, excess 
mechanical power is increase improving the rate of climb. While a high AoA can initially be used 
for low speed portions of take-off, transition to low angle of attack is desired in order to reduce 
drag and improve acceleration.  
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4.10 Mission Planner Landing Script 
Given the lack of landing support provided by mission planner, a MP ground control station landing 
script is implemented to automate mission planning during the landing phase. This script utilises 
the wind direction calculated by the flight controller (calculated using the pitot tube, GPS and 
gyroscopes) to plan a landing approach that minimises ground speed and cross-winds. 
Landing into the wind is favourable given that it reduces the ground speed for a given wind speed 
opposed to a tail wind which increases ground speed. Flying in a crosswind causes significant 
lateral – directional disturbance and requires the aircraft to compensate for heading, given a 
reduction in control efficacy at low speeds, strong crosswind forces may impede landing. 
This landing script is developed using an IronPython .NET framework, which integrates with the 
MAVLink datalink to the flight controller as supported by MP. The script is loaded via the ‘scripts’ 
tab found under the HUD on the flight data page of MP. The script is to be run at the completion 
of the primary aircraft mission, running the script mid mission will cause the aircraft to break from 
its current waypoint to return to the rally point. 
The home point of the aircraft home point must be set at the desired touchdown location to provide 
coordinates. This can be done in two ways: 
• This can be set by placing the drone at the desired landing point and using the ‘set home’ 
function in the actions tab. 
• Home location can be remapped mid-flight using the satellite image overlay in the ‘flight 
data’ and ‘flight plan’ GCS screens. Following selection of a new home location the user 
must ‘write WPs’ using the action panel in the ‘flight plan screen. 
The script uses the user specified approach altitude and glide slope to calculate ground distances 
between waypoints. It then uses the wind direction calculated by the flight controller to determine 
the orientation of this approach mission. 
When run, the first operation performed by the script is to return the vehicle to the specified rally 
point above which the aircraft will ‘loiter’ by circling the location at a radius specified in the aircraft 
tuning until further action is instructed. 
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While approaching the rally point, the script writes the mission way points for the approach, these 
are shown on the ‘flight data’ screen such that they can be reviewed by the operator. If the specified 
landing approach is undesirable the operator can rotate the approach path using the controls given 
in the GUI [Figure 23] which opens as the script is run. The geometry of the approach path created 
by the script, as displayed mid approach execution can be seen in Figure 24.  
 
Figure 23 – Script GUI 
If another glide slope is desired over that predefined, such as adverse weather conditions, a new 
glide slope can be specified in the user defined text box. That will override the existing slope and 
recalculate the path. 
Upon operator approval of the displayed flight path, the ‘Execute Approach’ button ends the 
loitering phase and begins the approved approach mission. 
Figure 24 details the process flowchart followed by the script. The script code can be found in 
Appendix H.  
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Figure 24 – Script Operation Flowchart 
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This script was developed and tested in a software within the loop (SITL) environment using the 
X-Plane flight simulator versions 10.x. This allowed for various codes to be tested across multiple 
aircraft while avoiding the costs and constraints of flight-testing. This drastically decreases 
debugging time and eliminates the testing risks associated with flight-testing early code. 
 
Figure 25 – SITL Simulation of Landing Script  
Figure 25 shows a SITL simulation of the landing script successfully landing a PT-60. X-Plane is 
shown figure left; the popup GUI is shown under the HUD in the middle of the screen and the 
landing approach waypoints can be seen on the right. 
The script provides the path for the aircraft to follow. Successful landing is still dependent on 
effective aircraft tuning and configuration such that the flight controller has effective control of 
aircraft attitude.  
The script was run through an armed flight controller and interfaced with the controller and GCS 
successfully plotting the landing approach for the aircraft and correctly changing flight modes. As 
such successful implementation of the landing script will be feasible given appropriate tuning of 
the flight controller for airframe with which it is implemented. 
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5. Manufacturing & Assembly 
5.1 Fuselage  
The primary fuselage structure is CNC machined from 3mm ply sheets and 50mm thick HDEPS 
stock. Five 200mm blocks of HDEPS are therefore required to complete the entire foam section of 
the fuselage such that the centreline ply plate lies between the two central foam slices. These five 
foam slices and the three-ply plates outlined in Section 4 are shown in Figure 26.  
 
Figure 26 – Machined Fuselage Structures 
The CNC machine employs a Mach3 CNC controller; G-code dimensions for cutting are generated 
using Mastercam from the CAD .STL files. A 3mm OD routing tool is used with tool wear due to 
HDEPS cutting being negligible. HDPES will tear and or melt given improper cutting parameters, 
satisfactory cutting parameters were found to be: 
• 1000mm/min feed rate 
• 4000 RPM tool rate 
• 20mm maximum vertical step size 
• Conventional milling direction (opposed to climb) 
• Max step over of 2mm with smaller sizes used for contours to improve surface accuracy. 
Component pockets inside the fuselage foam slices are produced in a second, post-processing cut 
of the stock from the opposing face to the original cuts. Improving the surface finish by sanding 
was found to be impractical due to tearing. 
Vibration rubber anti-vibration standoffs for the payload-mounting bracket are then screwed into 
the centreline ply plate while both faces are accessible. Slices are then adhered using a polyurethane 
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adhesive to form the lower hatch, main body and upper hatch. The 3mm ply firewall is then fixed 
to the aft face of the main body using a polyurethane adhesive. 4:1 Epoxy resin is applied to the 
fuselage to provide the impact resistant coating. 
The camera bracket [Figure 18] is 3-D printed from ABS plastic as it provides a good print 
resolution. This bracket is then screwed into the already mounted standoffs. 
 
Figure 27 - Camera System 
Figure 27 shows the mounting of the camera in the forebody and the chamfered hole for imaging 
clearance. The pitot sensor can be seen centre – top Figure 27, wiring passes beneath the camera-
mounting bracket. 
5.2 Propulsion System 
The primary vectoring structure [Figure 12] is 3-D printed from nylon. This provides greater 
strength than ABS but suffers warping due to thermal expansion during the printing process. To 
reduce warping, print tabs [Figure 28] are printed with the component. Tabs are removed following 
cooling. Holes experience closure during printing and are drilled to the correct size. This 
significantly improves the surface finish of the holes when compared to a purely printed hole. The 
vectoring bracket is assembled as shown in the exploded view in Appendix C and is shown mounted 
to the firewall in Figure 29. 
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Figure 28 – 3-D Printing Tabs 
 
Figure 29 – Deflected Motor Bracket 
Figure 29 shows the motor in the pitch down position at full deflection. Servo motors rotate in 
opposite directions to produce yawing deflections and utilise V-tail mixing to produce 
combinations of pitch/yaw deflection. 
5.3 Wing Assembly 
The breakaway wing segment is first cut from polystyrene using a 4-axis hot-wire foam cutter. G-
code is generated using the Profili software package. The hot-wire CNC cuts the hole for the wing 
spar during in the same process as the wing profile. Due to wing sweep the foam must be manually 
cut at the root and the tip such that it runs parallel with the root at the fuselage. The wing is then 
manually cut using the hot-wire cutter vertically along the quarter chord line. Additionally 50mm 
of trailing edge is removed to accommodate the balsa control surface. 
The quarter chord line 3mm ply wing spar is then manually cut to match the cut made on the wing. 
A hole is cut into the quarter chord line to accommodate the intersection of the carbon spar. The 
spar is then adhered to the two foam sections with 5M epoxy re-forming the wing profile. 5M 
epoxy is applied to the aft 20mm of the foam profile and the matching face of the balsa control 
surface; this primes the surfaces for connection using fibre tape. 
The fibre tape mesh [Figure 30 – Right] is then applied to the breakaway profile and leading edge. 
The upper and lower face of the control surface is attached using spanwise lengths of fibre tape 
running the entire length of the control surface. 
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A servo motor cavity is cut with mall timber platforms for servo mounting laid flush to the lower 
wing surface. A hole is cut from the root to the servo cavity for cable routing; a matching hole is 
cut in the fuselage root to connect with the flight controller. 
 
Figure 30 – Wing Assembly 
The wing end-plates and a ply stiffening root plate at the breakaway point are attached to the wing 
using 5M epoxy adhesive. 
The hole for the locating carbon rod is drilled in the wing and matching fuselage location, careful 
measurement is required as the correct placement of this rod dictates the AoA of the breakaway 
wing. The rod is fixed using an expanding polyurethane adhesive. 
The vinyl surface finish is then applied to the wing and overhang trimmed. The servo is then 
mounted. The corresponding ‘horn’ on the control surface is mounted such that the control link 
runs parallel to the wing root. 
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5.4 Avionics & Flight Systems 
Electronics have been spaced to reduce electromagnetic interference. Components can be seen in 
Figure 31: (left to right) GPS, transmitter, arming switch, flight controller, port-hub of flight 
controller, second transmitter (right – top; flight testing). A second transmitter has been included 
for manual control bypassing the GCS for initial flight-testing. Cables were soldered and shrink-
wrapped where supplied cable lengths did not reach the required lengths—such as the pitot sensor 
and wing servo motor cables. 
 
Figure 31 - Upper Hatch Avionics 
Components for the prototype have been mounted using double sided tape due to HDEPS lack of 
mounting support and the temporary nature of the system. 
 
Figure 32 - Lower Hatch Bay 
Figure 32 shows the low hatch bay, the servo-mounting bracket, motor controller and flight test 
battery are pictured (multiple used). 
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5.5 Assembled System 
Figure 33 shows the completed airframe with breakaway wings attached mounted on the launch 
system for flight-testing. Control surfaces are painted green and red for identification of the port 
and starboard sides of the aircraft mid-flight. The pitot tube can be seen protruding from the nose 
of the aircraft. 
 
Figure 33 – Airframe & Launch System 
Appendix K shows the airframe mounted on the launch system from a rear view showing vertical 
stabilisers. Final system mass was weighed at 2.6kg with the epoxy impact resistant coating and 
assembly adhesives adding significant weight to the system. 
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6. Flight Testing 
Limited flight-testing was conducted to assess basic flight characteristics of the aircraft. Full 
implementation of tuned vectoring and STOL capabilities requires extensive flight-testing and 
tuning; this can only be done under calm conditions.  
6.1 Methodology  
1. Prior to departure/flight: all systems must be checked as operational. The flight controller must 
be calibrated; this involves calibrating accelerometers, compass and GPS offsets. Servo motors 
must be configured to ensure deflection of the correct servo motors in the correct directions 
with appropriate gains and soft limits. Preliminary V-Tail mixing is implemented for control 
of the thrust-vectoring bracket, this is configured on the radio controller and passed through 
the flight controller, while using this configuration automated flight cannot utilise vectoring. 
The controller is set such that aircraft control can be switched from pure control surface pitch 
control (elevons) operation to pure thrust vectoring pitch control (control surfaces act as 
ailerons). For testing purposes, the camera has been replaced with equivalent lead weights in 
order to eliminate the risk of damaging the camera during testing.  
2. At the airfield: aircraft is assembled and control surface operation checked. 
3. Aircraft is mounted on the test launch system facing into the wind for ease of launch. Motor 
functionality is once again checked. The launch system is armed by retracting the airframe to 
the bottom of the ramp. 
4. One person operates the launch ramp while another controls the aircraft. The ramp is engaged 
and the aircraft operator engages full throttle initiating flight. 
5. The aircraft is flown and switched between flight modes and flight patterns to assess 
characteristics and inform tuning. 
6. Aircraft is then manually landed using a shallow glide slope. (Landing with a steep glide slope 
lies beyond reasonable bounds of manual control, a tuned flight controller is required to make 
fast, calculated adjustments to retain orientation.) 
7. Aircraft tunings and offsets are adjusted and steps 3 to 6 are repeated. 
8. Flight data is extracted and processed using MATLAB. 
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6.2 Flight Analysis 
6.2.1 Analytical Tools 
Flight data logs are exported as .mat MATLAB data files; logs include over 100 different 
parameters recorded during flight logging thousands of data points per parameter. The script shown 
in Appendix I has been used to extract and display and integrate data from these files.  
The MATLAB image processing and computer vision package has been used to resize data sets 
for variables that are computed together but of varying sized matrices. This occurs due to the 
varying data logging rates of various components. Data logs are time stamped in the number of 
days since the origin of mission planner; these have been adjusted to seconds with the origin at 
aircraft arming. 
The MATLAB script is given in Appendix I and the flight data across five flights is given in 
Appendix J.  
The ‘AoD, Altitude & Descent Rate’ in combination with ‘Yaw’ plots provide a general overview 
of the flight showing climb rates and directionality. ‘Angle of Descent’ combines the measured 
ground speed and descent rate to show the angle of descent as observed from the operator. 
‘Effective Angle of Descent’ provides the descent rate relative to the pitch corrected airspeed. 
6.2.2 General Flight Characteristics 
Flight tests 1 through 3 [Appendix J] experienced high variable wind speeds up to 9.5m/s. The 
aircraft performed well in these conditions maintaining an altitude of 46m±4m in flight test 1 for 
an extended period of 2 minutes while operating through a full 360° of yaw in 5 – 9.5 m/s of wind 
at an airspeed of approximately 14m/s.  
Approximate battery consumption/airspeed/throttle relationships have been determined from 
constant altitude segments of flight at steady velocity [Table 8]. Given the high variability of 
conditions experienced, current draw may vary ±15%. 
Thrust vectoring was tested in pure pitch control providing responsive, powerful actuation of pitch. 
Vectoring returned to a neutral motor orientation when disengaged, no adverse effects on trim were 
observed following vectoring.  
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Vectoring in yaw control was tested; no observable yaw deviations occurred. Given the power of 
vectoring in pitch, proving moment power. It can be deduced that the lack of power in yaw control 
is due to the passive yaw stability of the aircraft due to: vertical stabilisers, wing sweep and wing 
end-plates.  
Table 8 – Battery Consumption Review 
Current Draw (mA) Throttle (%) Velocity (m/s) 
4000 30 13 
5500 35 14 
8000 40 17 
10000 45 18 
13500 50 20 
50000 100 N/A 
Given the 5200mAh design battery and assuming a maximum discharge of 90%, the predicted 
range and endurances of the aircraft are shown in Table 9 (assuming a constant throttle rate). 
Table 9 – Predicted Range & Endurance 
Throttle (%) Range (km) Endurance (min) 
30 54.6 70 
35 42.8 51 
40 35.7 35 
45 30.2 28 
50 24.0 20 
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6.2.3 Take-off Characteristics 
The aircraft was launched on a rail accelerated by the tension of rubbers, with a power stroke 
running the length of the rail. Flights 1 through 3 [Appendix J] can be seen to have steep ascent 
rates with no discernible descent phase; this is due to being launched into the wind resulting in an 
increasing the airspeed when leaving the rail. Conversely flight tests 4 & 5, where wind velocities 
were relatively minimal, showed a period of descent when leaving the launch rail due the reduced 
exit airspeed from the rail. Table 10 outlines the launch characteristics of the flight tests: initial 
airspeed describes the aircraft airspeed leaving the launch rail, climb airspeed describes the 
airspeed at which the aircraft begins producing net lift and climb pitch describes the pitch at the 
point of net lift and climb. Assuming that the wind flows perpendicular to the ground, pitch at the 
transition to climb can be considered to be the angle of attack for flights 4 & 5 as the direction of 
travel becomes parallel with the ground. Throttle is at 100% for all take-offs. 
 Table 10 - Take-Off Characteristics 
Flight no. Initial Airspeed (m/s) 
Climb Airspeed 
(m/s) 
Climb Pitch 
(Degrees) 
#1 4.5 7.5 17 
#2 5.1 6.9 18 
#3 5.7 6.4 5 
#4 2.4 7.7 3 
#5 2.3 8.4 4 
All take-offs were performed manually. For flights 1 & 2, the aircraft exited the rail with sufficient 
airspeed to maintain heading and sufficiently shallow angle of attack to rapidly accelerate and 
produce net lift. Experiencing the strongest initial airspeed, flight 3 exited the rail and pitched 
forward not losing altitude. This can be accounted for as a combination of user input and increasing 
pitching moment with increasing airspeed. Flights 4 & 5 experienced descent phase when exiting 
the rail with insufficient airspeed to maintain heading and a high angle of attack due to the angle 
of the launch rail, the wing stalls. The aircraft is pitched forward to 3-4° and accelerated to ~8m/s 
at which point the aircraft begins producing net lift. No significant or adverse rolling and/or yawing 
transitions are observed.  
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Given the take-off weight of 2.6kg, a coefficient of lift of 1.28 would be required for sufficient lift 
to be produced at 8m/s airspeed [Equation 6], assuming the lift planform area to be 0.5063m2 (wing 
planform area). As this coefficient is below the 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿,𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀 of the MH 18 airfoil, it is concluded that 
significant forebody lifting effects are experienced.  
6.2.4 Landing Characteristics 
Implementation of efficient automated flight requires significant tuning. Implementation of 
efficient automated thrust vectoring requires further tuning; steep glide slopes could potentially 
cause critical damage to the airframe. Due to adverse wind conditions [Appendix J] limited tuning 
has been conducted. In the interest of preserving the airframe for further testing, only shallow glide 
slopes were conducted under manual control. On average a glide slope of approximately 15° was 
implemented; however, this varied depending on user input, landing approaches were made, on 
average at 13-14m/s and provided mostly smooth landings.  
An over-correction of roll was made on one approach resulting in the wing tip touching down first 
with the aircraft bouncing and touching down for a second instance nose first. This resulted in the 
wing end-plate breaking away from the wing section; this component remained intact. The 
breakaway wing structure & fuselage experienced no other observable damage to the structure nor 
did the surface finish. 
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7. Critical Review of Airframe Design 
• During a landing the wing end-plate touched down early and broke away from the wing. As 
the end-plate is attached directly to the foam base of the wing, the foam directly adhered to the 
wing broke away (reattached prior to further testing). This identified a lack of structural 
support for the end plate and potential for irreparable damage to the polystyrene wing core at 
the tips. 
• As the breakaway wing locks were set in polystyrene, compression of the surrounding material 
caused the locking mechanism to move 1-2mm inboard on each wing. Shifting of the locking 
mechanism on each wing allowed for 3-4mm of carbon wing spar movement with a small gap 
existing between the breakaway wing root and the fuselage root. While this did not observably 
impair the aircrafts operation, it is predicted that movement my lead to additional vibrations 
and increased parasitic drag due to flow through the small cavity produced. 
• Adhesives used in the construction of the airframe for joining and surface coating accounted 
for approximately 800g (31%) of aircraft weight. This exceeded expectations. Given the 
fuselage is already coated in epoxy, transition to a composite shell structure is predicted to be 
comparable in weight to the epoxy coat. This would remove the need for stiffening plate 
structures and for the HDEPS core to reduce weight and increase functional internal space. 
• The wing and airframe provided excellent stability during non-vectored flight. However 
passive yaw stability overpowered yaw control via thrust vectoring at standard cruise speeds. 
Given the thrust vectoring system is predominantly for low speed stalled landings, passive yaw 
stability under these conditions will be significantly diminished. It is predicted that during 
these approaches thrust vectoring will be capable of providing yaw control given its 
demonstrated power in pitch control. 
• It is predicted that forebody chines (thin outer portion) produce vortices increasing induced 
drag and creating downwash on the trailing wing segment. Extension of these chines (to meet 
the leading edge of the wing) would result in an increase in lifting body area and is expected 
to reduce interference drag by reducing airflow streamline mixing at the thinning portion of 
the chine. 
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• Given the hypothesised lifting capabilities and steep glide slope capabilities, larger system 
payloads may be feasible. A large increase in sensor mass in the forebody of the aircraft would 
require CG balancing via additional mass aft of the ac—typically accounted for using a larger 
battery. Given the size of the rear hatch & bay, it is likely that the larger batteries required for 
balance will not fit the bay. This can be rectified by additional aft storage space and/or 
adjustment of ac location. 
• Given the undercarriage acts as a sliding surface during landing, prolonged use may cause the 
lower hatch to become loose or threaded fastener holes damaged. As this lower hatch is 
responsible for battery storage and support, damage to the system could result in a total system 
failure mid-flight. 
• The current payload system requires a hole in the fuselage for the sensor to observe through. 
This hole is cut directly into the fuselage, and as such variation of sensory package may require 
additional fuselage material to be cut away. Additional cutaways would increase dragging 
effects decreasing performance, unnecessarily expose internal systems and reduce structural 
support. Given the fixed mounting stand-offs implementation of certain systems may be 
unfeasible due to dimensions. 
• Cutaways in the aft fuselage for thrust vectoring servos are predicted to produce unfavourable 
drag. Mounting of the servos such that these cutaways are omitted with minimal protrusion of 
the servo motors should be considered under further iterations of the fuselage design. 
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8. Conclusions & Recommendations 
8.1 Conclusions 
The prototype vectoring system proved its capabilities in accurate actuation of thrust showing no 
adverse modes of movement. Further testing and tuning is required to bring the system to full 
operational capabilities however the mechanical system was deemed a success. 
The wing planform, airfoil and control surface design all demonstrated excellent stability & 
performance characteristic; each has been approved for use in further designs by ADR. 
Manufacturing methods and stiffening systems may be modified to improve the structural integrity 
of wing end-plates and reproducibility. 
Testing showed that the fuselage produced favourable lifting characteristics. Reliance on stiffening 
plates and adhesive components significantly increased the total weight of the system. It was 
identified that heavier payloads could be supported by the wings and fuselage lift. However the ac 
and battery bay need to be redesigned to accommodate larger batteries and heavier forward loads. 
The sensor mounting system was identified to limit the range of sensors employable due to 
restrictions imposed by the fixed mounting points and the fixed lens cutaway. The lower hatch 
mechanism was outlined to pose a potential risk under prolonged usage. Due to material selection 
and the mounting locations of thrust vectoring servo motors cutaways for control rod connections 
were identified to produce unfavourable drag. Forebody chines were identified as favourable due 
to lifting body effects. However an opportunity for redesign was identified to reduce the 
interference dragging effects caused by the design. 
The Mission Planner landing script performed as specified in the design during SITL simulations. 
Due to limited tuning of the flight controller the aircraft is not yet capable of executing efficient 
autonomous flight and as such was not tested with the landing script during flight testing. However 
the script was run through an armed flight controller and interfaced with the controller and GCS 
successfully. As such, successful implementation of the landing script will be feasible given 
appropriate tuning of the flight controller for airframe with which it is implemented. 
Flight testing was marred by high wind speeds in excess of typical operation. This, however, 
allowed for the take-off characteristics and velocities to be assessed against varying airspeeds 
without variation to the launch mechanism. For low the two low wind flight tests, it was identified 
that the test flight launch rail provided limited acceleration.  
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8.2 Recommendations 
It is recommended that further flight testing of the airframe be conducted. Further flight tests should 
involve complete tuning of the autopilot and control mixing systems. Following complete tuning 
of these systems, the aircraft should be tested across a range of glide slopes using the Mission 
Planner landing script in combination with thrust vectoring. 
Should the airframe be approved for further development and production, several optimisations to 
the design are recommended. These include: 
• Composite shell fuselage construction: this serves to increase available space for componentry; 
reduce weight; remove the need for stiffening plates; reduce the use of construction adhesives; 
improve surface finish reducing skin friction drag and improve reproducibility. 
• Adjust fuselage dimensions: this would allow for the use of larger batteries and the adjustment 
of battery location for CG placement; extension of forebody chines to meet the current leading 
edge of the wing and blend contours in order to reduce interference drag and increase lifting 
body effects; movement of the wing root and aerodynamic centre forward such that sensory 
systems produce a smaller moment about the ac to allow greater flexibility for sensor selection. 
• Adjust payload mounting system: given a transition to a composite structure, it is 
recommended that a recessed flange be moulded to the undercarriage of the forebody. This 
flange would serve as a universal mounting point for a large array of sensory systems allowing 
greater flexibility with clearance and rotation adjustments. This would allow for gimbal and/or 
retract systems to be implemented into the fuselage. The outward facing side of the recessed 
flange would then serve as mounting of a cover plate flush to the forebody, which could be 
swapped to match the sensor implemented. This removes the need for modification of the 
fuselage in order to achieve lens clearance [Figure 27] allowing for modularity of the system. 
• Conversion of the lower hatch to an aft upper hatch: this hatch could be either 3-D printed or 
moulded and would include the hatch/firewall/servo mounting bracket in one component. This 
would allow for the entire motor and vectoring assembly to be easily removed for access to 
the internal bays. This system would eliminate the need for cut-outs for the vectoring servo 
motors as they would lay flush with the surface of the hatch. This hatch would then provide 
the lockdown for the front hatch or vice versa for easy access to the entire fuselage cavity. 
Three dimensional CFD analysis and optimisation of the airframe and cooling duct could be 
conducted in order to optimise aerodynamic performance.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A – Adjustment Factors 
 
Appendix A 1 – Effective angle of attack washout factor (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. E., 
1959, p. 17) 
 
Appendix A 2 - Planform efficiency factor (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. E., 1959, p. 17) 
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Appendix A 3 - Washout lift induced drag factor (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. E., 1959, p. 
18) 
 
Appendix A 4 - Angle of attack induced drag washout factor (Abbott, I. H., & Von Doenhoff, A. 
E., 1959, p. 18) 
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Appendix B – Swept Wing Case Study Data  
 
“Reference 16 [Jacobs, E. N., & Sherman, A. (1937)] shows that the characteristics of airfoil 
sections, particularly the values of maximum lift, undergo marked changes in the low Reynolds 
number range. expected, as has been shown, that swept wings would be excessively sensitive to 
Reynolds number effects even over a Reynolds number range where straight wings snow only 
minor effects.”… “the effect of Reynolds number on lift of a stalled surface is small”… 
“However, the pitching moments at higher lift, in particular, would show large Reynolds number 
effects, since as previously noted, the section maximum lift coefficients dominate these 
characteristics.” (Harper, C. W., & Maki, R. L., 1964, p. 14-15) 
 
 
Appendix B 1 – Aerodynamic characteristics of a typical swept-wing configuration. (Harper, C. 
W., & Maki, R. L., 1964, p. 19) 
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Appendix B 2 – Effect of taper on unswept wings: CL vs. α.  
USM3D/SA, Re = 3 million, M∞ = 0.2. (Petrilli, J., Paul, R., Gopalarathnam, A., & Frink, N. T., 
2013, p. 13) 
 
Appendix B 3 – Effect of sweep on canstant-chord wings: CL vs. α. 
USM3D/SA, Re = 3 million, M∞ = 0.2 (Petrilli, J., Paul, R., Gopalarathnam, A., & Frink, N. T., 
2013, p. 13) 
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Appendix C – Thrust Vectoring Bracket Exploded View 
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Appendix D – MH 18 Airfoil Data 
 
 
Appendix D 1 – MH18 Airfoil Profile 
 
 
Appendix D 2 – MH18 CL/CD polars for a 20% chord length deflected flap (Hepperle, M., 1996) 
“The polar of the MH 18 moves smoothly up and down when the flap angle is changed. Using the 
default configuration (delta = 0º), the laminar bucket extends from Cl = 0.1 to Cl = 0.6, which is 
sufficient, but could be improved by applying -2.5º flap deflection. It remains questionable, 
whether the improvement justifies the additional work of installation and the problems of 
control.” - (Hepperle, M., 1996) 
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Appendix D 3 – X-Foil MH18 Polars (MH 18 11.16%., 2017) 
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Appendix E – Wing Loading Velocity Approximation 
 
 
Appendix E 1 - Wing Loading Chart (Lennon, A., 1996, p. 20) 
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Appendix F – Airfoil Data for 0 – 180 Degree Angle of Attack NACA 0012  
 
Appendix F 1 – 𝐶𝐶𝐿𝐿 vs. 𝛼𝛼 for 180° Angle of Attack NACA 0012 (Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C., 
1981, p. 84) 
 
Appendix F 2 – 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷 vs. 𝛼𝛼 for 180° Angle of Attack NACA 0012 (Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C., 
1981, p. 93) 
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Appendix F 3 – 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 vs. 𝛼𝛼 for ±24° Angle of Attack NACA 0012 (Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C., 
1981, p. 97) 
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Appendix F 4 – 𝐶𝐶𝑀𝑀 vs. 𝛼𝛼 for 180° Angle of Attack NACA 0012 (Sheldahl, R. E., & Klimas, P. C., 
1981, p. 102) 
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Appendix G –Thrust vs. Motor Deflection Relationship Sample 
Comparison of the thrust and angle required to overcome dragging effects & thrust and angle 
required to meet pitching moment requirements. 
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Appendix H – Mission Planner Landing Script 
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Appendix I – Mission Planner Data-Processing MATLAB Script 
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Appendix J – Flight Data 
J.1 Flight 1  
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J.2 Flight 2 
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J.3 Flight 3 
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J.4 Flight 4 
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J.5 Flight 5 
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Appendix K – Airframe Photographs 
Author pictured 
 
 
